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ABSTRACT

The Vanyukov Process is a nonferrous bath smelter incorporating side injection o f the blast
into a slag-matte emulsion. U sed primarily for the smelting o f copper and nickel sulphide
ores, a claim ed advantage over other commercial nonferrous smelters is the phenomena o f
coalescence o f matte droplets in the bath. The subsequent increase in the rate o f phase
separation step is thought to lead to an increase in the overall efficiency o f the process.

The study o f coalescence and breakage o f dispersed phases in agitated em ulsions has
concentrated primarily upon mechanically stirred systems, where dispersed and continuous
phases are approximately the same density. Gas agitated systems are less well reported and
studies into coalescence in the Vanyukov process are the least published.

The technique o f cold modelling has been utilised by a range o f researchers to address fluid
flow issues, particularly in the steel industry. The methods are equally applicable to studies
into nonferrous systems, and this was the experimental technique used in this study. A 1/6
scale model using an aqueous/paraffin oil analogue was adopted to represent a tuyere
section from a Vanyukov Reactor. Digital cameras and image analysis was used in the study
o f the relationship between gas flow rates and mean droplet diameters. The effect o f tuyere
diameter on droplet diameters was also assessed.

m

Analysis o f droplet dispersions indicated that the use o f digital camera technology was
acceptable, however the technical specification o f the camera had a significant bearing upon
results generated. O f the two cameras utilised, both showed the same trend between gas
flow rate and mean droplet diameter. However, the camera with improved features o f high
resolution and S-VH S signal processing, produced clearer images allow ing more accurate
measurement o f droplets. In particular, droplets in the range 50 to lOOjLim could be
measured, improving the accuracy o f the results obtained.

The results indicate that a relationship between gas flow rate and droplet size exists. It was
observed that a maximum droplet size is obtained with a gas flow rate o f 961/min, which
equates to 430N m 3/m 2/h in a full scale Vanyukov reactor. For flow rates lower than this
value, coalescence is less likely to occur, and for flow rates increasing from 96 to 140 1/min,
a steadily decreasing mean droplet diameter is observed. N o relationship was found
between tuyere diameter and mean droplet diameter, over the gas flow rates and diameters
studied.
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CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION

N ickel ores exist as either a sulphide or laterite (oxide) with large deposits situated in
Canada, Russia and Australia. Primary nickel production in the world is shown in Figure
l . l . 1 Australia has two nickel producers, Queensland N ickel Industries (QNI), and Western
M ining Corporation (WMC). QNI sources the laterite ore, Limonite, from N ew Caledonia
and Indonesia, producing refined nickel through a hydrometallurgical route. W M C utilises a
pyrometallurgical route to process sulphide ores at its smelting plant in Kalgoorlie, Western
Australia2.

The pyrometallurgical treatment o f sulphide concentrates has undergone significant
developm ent during the last century. Processing has evolved from blast furnace and
reverberatory operations to highly efficient flash and bath smelting processes. The
Vanyukov process, developed in Russia during the Soviet era, is a continuous bath smelter
used for the processing o f copper and nickel bearing sulphides. It incorporates a number o f
unique design features including side injection o f the reactive gas into a slag melt, and
counter current flow. High processing rates are claimed, due in part to the phenomenon o f
coalescence o f matte droplets as a result o f turbulent agitation in the bath, which leads to
improved phase separation. This study aimed to observe this phenomenon and determine
the relationship between gas injection rates and matte droplet size distribution.

A literature review was carried out into the thermodynamics o f smelting nickel sulphides,
the major generic processes, and the heat and mass transfers characteristics in major
‘

1

sm elting processes. Previous research into coalescence and breakage in m echanically and
gas agitated dispersed phase emulsions was also assessed.

It was decided that the phenomena o f coalescence in the Vanyukov process could be studied
through the use o f cold modelling techniques. Methods to establish meaningful correlations
between cold models and the processes they represent were reviewed. The requirements for
similarity criteria through the use o f dimensionless numbers, and the relationship to the
design o f the study’s cold model were discussed. Emphasis was given to the area o f cold
m odelling relating to emulsions, gas agitation and liquid-liquid dispersions.

A 1/6 scale model o f a tuyere segment was constructed, incorporating a gravity fed sample
system, spray feed o f matte phase and digital camera and image analysis systems.
Conclusions regarding the effect o f gas flow rates on mean droplet diameters were drawn,
and the impact o f digital camera specifications on results generated was assessed.

2

Figure 1.1 Primary Nickel Production ‘OOOt from 1992 to 19941
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CHAPTER 2.0 THERMODYNAMICS OF NICKEL SMELTING
Thermodynamics is concerned with the state o f matter in a system, and w hile it provides no
information on the rates o f a process, it does provide knowledge o f driving forces and
boundary lim its o f what is achievable. An understanding o f the thermodynamics o f sulphide
smelting is therefore important as it deals with such issues as metal loss to slag by
dissolution, the removal o f minor elements and the matte quality possible for a given set o f
criteria. Sm elting sulphides o f nickel, copper, cobalt and iron is achieved through an
oxidation reaction. The spontaneity o f these reactions, and determination o f the relative
stabilities is possible through calculation o f the Gibbs Free Energy, AG°. The Ellingham
diagram, Figure 2.1, is commonly used to graphically represent this information.

As with oxides, the Gibbs Free Energy can also be used to determine the relative stabilities
o f sulphides. The oxidation o f a metal sulphide produces sulphur dioxide, SO 2, and a metal
or metal oxide, as per generic equations 2.1 and 2.2.

M SZ+ (x/2 + z )0 2 = MOx + z S 0 2

2.1

M SZ+ z 0 2 = M + z S 0 2

2.2

Combining these two equations gives equation 2.3 and when plotted against Gibbs Free
Energy, figure 2.2, enables quick estimation o f the relative stabilities o f different metal
sulphides with respect to the oxidation products and between various metals.
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Figure 2.1 The Ellingham Diagram3
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Figure 2.2 Gibbs Free Energy for Sulphide Oxidation"5
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X /2M SZ+ zMOx = (x/2 + z)M + z x /2 S 0 2

2.3

2
The follow ing points can be drawn regarding the oxidation o f N i, Fe, and Cu mattes :
(1) Oxides and sulphides o f N i and Cu w ill react together at low partial pressures o f S 0 2.
(2) For temperatures between 1250 and 1350°C, FeO is the most stable component, CuO
the least and N iO and S02 are approximately the same.
(3) For temperatures greater than 1650°C, S 0 2 is significantly more stable than NiO

Ignoring solution effects, these three points mean that when a nickel sulfide matte is
oxidised the follow ing can be expected. Iron oxide w ill form initially, and after the
depletion o f Fe to a low enough level, the potential for N i oxidation occurs. If the
temperature is in the lower range, less than 1350°C, significant amounts o f N iO w ill form
along with the oxidation o f sulfur. However, at the higher temperatures, S can be removed
without significant loss o f Ni. In the smelting o f copper ores, Cu can be produced directly
from copper sulfide matte as CuO is significantly less stable than FeO and S 0 2.
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2.3 Thermodynamics o f Solutions
A solution is a hom ogeneous mixture o f two or more substances in a single phase. When
two or more components form a solution, the potential for mutual interaction is very high.
The thermodynamic function used to describe these interactions is Activity.

aj = fi/f0

2.4

A ctivity is the ratio o f the fugacity o f a species in an arbitrary state to the fugacity o f a
species in a standard state, as shown in equation 2.4. M ost gases tend towards ideal
behaviour at low concentrations, therefore fugacity equals the partial pressure o f the gas,
with activity describing the ratio o f the vapour pressure o f a component, i in a solution to its
vapour pressure in the pure state, for the same temperature and pressure.

In ideal solutions, the activity o f a species equals the atom or m ol fraction, N i,

in the

solution, this is known as Raoult’s Law. The behaviour o f systems is rarely ideal, therefore
the concept o f activity coefficient, y, is introduced, as shown in equation 2.5. The activity
coefficient is a function o f the component’s concentration, other species and the
temperature. It can be greater or less than one, providing positive and negative deviation
from the Raoultian ideal.

2.5

ai = YiNi
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Another form o f solution, which exhibits behaviour dissimilar to Raoultian, is the case o f
infinitely dilute solutions. For these metallurgically important systems, blister copper for
exam ple, as the concentration o f a species approaches zero, the activity coefficient
approaches a constant, this is behaviour described by Henry’s Law. In this region the
activity is directly proportional to the concentration.

From this it can be assumed that the compounds in nickel Smelting do not behave as pure
components and consideration must be given to the behaviour o f the individual sulphide
systems. The following two sulphide systems, binary Cu - CU2S and N i - S shown in figures
2.3 and 2.4 respectively, provide examples o f the differences between the tw o sy ste m s.3

For the copper sulfide system, above 1 105°C a wide miscibility gap exists, one sulfur rich,
the other copper rich. Oxidation o f sulfur therefore occurs from a phase that remains o f
essentially the same composition during converting. The phase diagram for nickel sulphide
indicates a continuous range o f liquid solutions with oxidation occurring in a liquid o f
decreasing sulfur content, and therefore as the activity o f the S decreases the formation o f
N iO becom es increasingly thermodynamically favourable.

2.4 Matte - Slag Interactions
Sulphide smelting, according to Kellogg and Themelis4 can proceed due to the
favourable thermodynamic conditions o f the selective oxidation o f the iron sulphide
reaction, equation 2.6, where M represents the metal species. Referral to the relative
stabilities o f iron
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sulfide, iron oxide and various non-ferrous sulphides, provided in Table 2.1, indicates why
this is so. At 1500K, the Gibbs Free Energy for each reaction is negative, indicating that the
reactions can proceed spontaneously from left to right. It should also be noted that the
reactions are also exothermic.

2.6

F e S ( matte) + M O (Slag) — F e O (Siag) + M S ( matte)

Table 2.1: Sulphide-Oxide Exchange Reactions at 1500K 4
0

O
<3

AH°

Keq

Cal ./mol

Cal./mol

FeS(i) + Cu20 (i) = Cu2S(i) + FeO(i)

-32980

-31710

41800

FeS(i) + NiO(i) = NiS(i) + FeO(i)

-18350

-14030

111

FeS(i) + PbO(i) = PbS(i) + FeO(i)

-11570

-13050

79.6

In sulfide smelting, in order to minimise the loss o f metal to the slag, the activity o f the
metal oxide in the slag needs to be minimised. The activity o f the metal oxide in the slag as
a function o f metal sulfide and iron sulfide in the matte, the iron oxide in the slag and the
equilibrium constant, can be calculated through equation 2.7.

a MS (Matte)
^MO(slag) ~

^ e ^ (slag)
'

U FeS( Matte )

27
’

^ eq
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It can be determined from the equilibrium constant for this reaction, that to reduce the
amount o f metal lost to the slag, a low grade matte with high iron sulfide and a slag low in
iron oxide are beneficial. If equilibrium is reached between matte and slag there is a given
partial pressure o f sulphur and oxygen in the system, determining the distribution o f
elem ents between the two phases. As the partial pressure o f oxygen increases more metal is
dissolved in the slag and the higher the sulfur partial pressure the greater the tendency for
metal to distribute to the matte. Oxygen and sulfur partial pressures are linked to the sulfur
dioxide generated during smelting by the following reaction.3

1/2 S2 +

02

=

S02

2.8

It should be noted that the SO 2 partial depends on the reaction steps taken to reach
equilibrium. In flash smelting, the charge is over-oxidised in the reaction shaft generating
significant amounts o f magnetite, Fe 304- This is followed by the back reduction to FeO by
the follow ing reaction

3Fe30 4+

FeS

=

lOFeO +

S02

2.9

This reaction w ill only proceed rapidly when the SO 2 generated is equal to or greater than
one atmosphere. The partial pressure o f SO 2 at the matte / slag interface is approximately 1
atm.
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In bath smelting process is a more controlled oxidising process, with oxygen being
introduced in the presence o f fluxing agents, such that the generation o f magnetite is
restricted. The SO 2 partial pressure therefore approaches that o f the furnace off-gases. Thus,
for a given matte grade it would be expected that flash smelting would produce a slag with
a higher dissolved metal content. As the partial pressure o f SO 2 increases, the sulfur level o f
a matte at which N iO w ill begin to form, increases4. From this it can be seen that a higher
matte grade can be achieved with bath smelting before NiO formation occurs.
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CHAPTER 3.0 NON-FERROUS SMELTING PROCESSES
3.1 Reverberatory Furnace
This is an antiquated process developed prior to flash and bath sm elting processes.
Reverberatory furnaces were designed for the continuous sm elting of calcined concentrates
and were typified by extremely long residence times, high energy usage and low
efficiencies. Calcined concentrates are fed in the top o f the furnace, with a blast consisting
o f process air and fossil fuel, see Figure 3.1.5

Calcining was carried out in a rotary kiln to over-oxidise iron sulfide (FeS) in the
concentrate feed to form magnetite (Fe 304), as per equation 3.1. The obvious consequence
o f this calcining reaction was the loss o f the energy released by the exothermic oxidation
reaction. This disadvantage required additional energy input, in the form o f fossil fuels such
as coal or natural gas, to maintain the system at the required temperature.

3 F e y S 8 + 3 8 0 2 = 7 F e 3C>4 + 2 4 SC>2

3 .1

The purpose o f the overoxidation o f FeS to magnetite was that once in the furnace bath, the
magnetite then reacts with the remaining iron sulfide in the feed as per equation 3.2,
producing iron oxide, which is fluxed by silica additions forming a ferrous-silicate slag,
and sulphur dioxide gas.

3Fe30 4 + FeS = lOFeO + S 0 2

3.2

15

Reverberatory charge

Figure 3.1 Layout of a Reverbatory Furnace

A critical production factor, in terms o f matte settling and metal dissolution, is the control
o f the formation o f magnetite. Insufficient generation o f magnetite leads to an inferior matte
quality w ith higher FeS levels than desired. The production o f too much magnetite is also
deleterious to the process for two reasons. High levels o f trivalent iron in the slag results in
increased nickel solubility, and hence higher metal losses.4 Secondly, FesCU a highly
refractory material, increases the viscosity o f a ferrous-silicate slag, leading to the
entrainment o f more matte, and hence decreasing the metal recovery. D ue to the extremely
long residence time in a reverberatory furnace, process control in the advent o f production
errors w hich might lead either over or under generation o f magnetite, is difficult. Corrective
measures take time, and are not easily achieved.

3.2 Roasting - Smelting Process
This technique has many similarities to the Reverberatory process, utilising calcining to
treat the concentrate initially, and then smelting in furnaces o f similar design except for the
source o f heat. In this type o f system, electric arcs supply energy to the calcine in the
smelting stage, as opposed to coal or natural gas.

3.2.1 Roasting
Roasting is carried out in fluid bed roasters, where concentrates and fluxing agents are fed
into the reactor, with oxygen containing gas being injected through bottom tuyeres. The gas
- solid mixture displays liquid behaviour, hence its description as fluid bed roasting.
Operating temperatures are around 650°C, and the main phases present in the concentrate,
pentlandite (N i,Fe)9S 8, chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) and pyrrhotite (Fe7S8) transform to the
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sulphides w hich are stable these temperatures, N i3S 2 CU2S and FeS respectively.6 The
oxidation reactions for these three phases,

and the change in enthalpy and Gibbs free

energy are presented in Table 3.1

Table 3.1 Sulphide Oxidation Reactions6
AH0 650
kCal

AG° 650
kCal

3/5 FeS + 0 2 - » 1/5 Fe30 4 + 3/5 S 0 2

-82.1

-66.8

2/7 N i3S2 + 0 2

- 7 4 .7

6/7 NiO + 4/7 S 0 2

-63.0

2/3 Cu2S + 0 2 -> 2/3 Cu20 + 2/3 S 0 2

'

-60.0
-46.5

The product from the roasting stage is a calcine, high in magnetite and low in sulfur, which
is then processed in an electric arc furnace.

3.2.2 Electric Smelting
A s w ith the Reverberatory process, the oxidation o f sulphides in the roasting stage has
rem oved energy units associated with the exothermic oxidation reaction. In order to smelt
the calcine, electrical energy is required to melt the feed materials to form the matte and
slag phases. A typical Electric Furnace is represented in Figure 3.2, showing som e design
similarities with the reverberatory furnace. This particular furnace operates at INCO’s
Thompson Smelter in Canada6, operating at a feed rate o f 240 kg/h/m2 o f calcine, producing
a 45 % N i matte, which is then sent to a converting stage to form a high grade matte. The

18

Figure 3.2 Thompson Electric Smelting Furnace

Electric
Power

Offgas
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^ECTRodzs

smelter requires a high residence time for matte and slag to ensure sufficient time for matte
to settle from the slag and collect at the bottom.

3.2.3 Roast Reduction Smelting
o

This developm ent was spurred by INCO’s desire to decrease the sulfur dioxide em issions .
The process increases the level o f oxidation in the roasting stage to produce a calcine that is
termed to be sulfur deficient. The recovery o f SO 2 is then carried out in one stage, the
roasting stage, with a continuous gas stream containing 10% o f this component. The
generation o f this continuous flow, steady content gas is a benefit as it facilitates the
processing o f the o ff gas in the acid plant.

There are a number of problems related to capital and operating cost increases. It has been
reported6 from trials that increasing the sulfur elimination in the roasting stage from 20 to
80%, decreased the concentrate processing rate from 70 to 32.3 t/day/m2, despite operating
at a higher space velocity. This indicates that larger industrial roasters are required to
maintain production rates. The reduction stage, in the electric smelter, is achieved through
the addition o f fine petroleum coke8. Higher matte and slag temperatures are required to
maintain good furnace operation. Additionally, tight control over slag chemistry was
required to prevent foaming.

20

3.3 Flash Smelters

Flash Smelters were developed by Outokumpu, during the 1940’s and Inco in the 1950’s,
and were designed to utilise energy units associated with oxidation reactions during
roasting. The first commercial smelter was comm issioned in Harjavalta, Finland in 1949,
though originally designed for copper smelting, it is now used for nickel smelting as w ell.7
In the process, fine concentrate particles are preheated and injected with the blast o f
preheated air, fluxing agents and reverts into a reaction shaft. Rapid heating occurs, with the
charge quickly reaching the ignition temperature o f the concentrates.

The ignition

temperature is the point in the oxidation reaction where the heat supplied by the exothermic
reaction exceeds the rate o f heat transfer to the surroundings. An accelerating reaction
occurs which is self driven and independent o f external conditions, and is characterised by a
single high energy em ission over a very short period o f time9. M olten sulfide droplets form
and fall onto the bath surface. A very fine particle size is required for a large reactive area to
ensure rapid reaction between concentrate and process gas. Moisture content must also be
minimised for the same reason. The combination o f small particle size and low moisture
content results in a significant problem for flash smelters, w hich is dusting. Excess
magnetite, Fe 3C>4, is generated resulting in a high metal content in the slag and recovery o f
this metal content requires a further slag cleaning stage.
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3.3.1 W M C Kalgoorlie N ickel Smelter

The KNS plant uses an Outokumpu Flash Smelter design as shown in Figure 3.3, with a
com bined slag cleaning zone, to smelt 600,000 tonnes o f concentrate per annum10. The low
grade matte produced is then converted into high grade in Pierce-Smith furnaces. The
concentrate is sourced from Kambalda and Leinster mines, with approximately 60% o f the
concentrate being sourced from Kambalda.

The ores sourced from the two mine sites, are composed o f the follow ing mineralogical
com ponents10, and the chemical composition o f the two concentrates are presented in
Table 3.2

Kambalda:

Pentlandite (FeJNii^Sg and pyrrhotite Fc-jSs

Leinster:

violarite (Fe 3,N i) 3S4 and pyrite Fe 3S 2

Table 3.2 Chemical composition o f concentrates10
Site

Ni

Cu

Fe

S

MgO

S i0 2

Kambalda

10.5

0.8

36

32

5.0

8.3

Leinster

11.5

0.6

36

32

6.0

10

It is noted that both concentrates contain significant amounts o f magnesia (M gO), which is
deleterious to the properties o f slags, increasing melting temperature and viscosity.
Additionally, as has been noted by a number o f researchers9,11'14, different minerals have
22
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Figure 3.3 Outokumpu Flash Smelter and WMC Slag Appendage Design8'10
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different reaction characteristics. It has been found that violarite and pyrite have lower
ignition temperatures than pentlandite and pyrrhotite. It was also observed that for pyrite
and violarite, with concentrate size in the range -45p to 8 9 |i, ignition temperature does not
vary appreciably. However, for the minerals pentlandite and pyrrhotite, ignition temperature
was seen to increase with an increase in the concentrate size. Ore preparation is o f som e
consequence, therefore, in regard to process control. The time taken to reach ignition
temperature, the residence time in the shaft and the particle size in the feed material, are
critical parameters for stable operation.

Other components o f the charge include fluxes, either sand with 85% silica, or laterite with
60% silica and 2% nickel, for use when concentrate supply is low. Reverts from solidified
ladle and launder skulls, and scarp nickel containing materials make up the remainder o f the
charge. The KNS smelter does not operate as an autogenous system, therefore coal is added
as a fuel source in the flux, and fuel oil is consumed in the reactor shaft. A breakdown o f
the relative energy values each fuel source contributes10, Table 3.3, shows that nearly 35%
o f the energy requirements are supplied by these additional fuel inputs.

Charge preparation requires concentrate with diameter < lm m , moisture content <1%. Flux
is dry m illed and reverts are crushed and then screened, with oversized material being used
for coolant in the slag cleaning appendage. As mentioned, one consequence o f fine charge
preparation is dusting, with reported dust generation at 10 - 14% o f concentrate feed. Sizing
control can also have other effects upon the process, for example when concentrate size is
increased from 75 to 80% passing 200 mesh B SS to less than 60% the follow ing is
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observed. The larger particle size results in higher ignition temperatures and increased time
to ignition and for the reaction to proceed. This effectively results in increased wear in the
reactor shaft and a decrease in matte grade.

Table 3.3 Energy Input to the Flash Smelter System 10
E n ergy Source

% o f T otal E nergy Input

O xid ation o f Su lph id es

47.9

C oal, C oke and O il additions

34.5

P rocess A ir

10.0

C onverter Slag

1.9

E lectrodes

5.7

Oxygen enriched air, containing between 25 and 28vol% o f oxygen, is preheated to 500°C
by a coal fired recuperator. The waste gas generated contains high solids loading requiring
recycling at the waste heat boiler. The steam produced here is used for power generation in
two steam turbines providing a generating capacity o f 21 MW.

The design o f the Outokumpu furnace at KNS is unique in that a slag appendage is attached
to the standard flash smelter.10 The recovery o f N i, Cu and Co from their oxides is through
reduction by carbon, supplied in the form o f coal or coke, and pyrite. Slag in the appendage
is kept molten, to maintain matte settling and increase reduction reaction kinetics, by
keeping the temperature at around 1300°C, with two sets o f 3 Soderberg se lf baking
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electrodes supplying 3 phase AC power to the slag. Crushed reverts are added as a coolant,
and m olten converter slag is also processed in the slag appendage.

3.3.2 INCO Flash Smelter

The design o f this reactor has some similarities to the reverberatory type o f smelter, as is
shown in Figure 3.1. . The charge, consisting o f fine concentrates smaller than 0.1m m with
a moisture content less than lwt%, and other components such as siliceous fluxing
materials, reverts, coal as a fuel source and secondary materials, being fed into burners with
Industrial oxygen. Concentrates, fluxing materials, etc., melt forming matte droplets which
fall onto the bath surface and settle. Slag can be cleaned at the tapping end by the addition
o f pyrrhotite, FeS, reducing oxidised metal in the slag. The process utilises no forced
coalescence o f matte droplets, and therefore a significant matte settling volum e is required.
The design o f the concentrate burners, with horizontal injection onto the bath surface, is
claim ed to improve the dusting problem, with only 3-4% o f feed lost, compared with 10%
observed in other Flash smelters.7

The dim ensions of the furnace shown in Figure 3.4 are 30.5 x 8.2 m with a height o f 6.9m.
The uptake section has a height o f 15.2m and internal dimensions o f 4 x 4.4m at its widest,
and 2.8 x 4.4 at its narrowest. The furnace is designed for a feed rate o f 125 mtph, and
incorporates extensive use o f copper cooled plates throughout the smelter7.
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It has been observed that a buildup o f Magnetite, FesCU, occurs in the quiescent sections o f
the smelter. This is not observed in areas o f high flow that is around the tap holes. The
magnetite, formed by the over oxidation o f sulphides in the burner, has a melting point
higher than operating temperatures in the bath. The density o f the solidified magnetite is
higher than both slag and matte, and therefore it settles to the bottom o f the smelter.

3.3.3 Direct Outokumpu N ickel Flash Smelting (DON)
The Outokumpu Corporation developed the DO N process in the 1980’s, drawing on their
existing flash smelting technology. The stated aim 16 was to drive metal recoveries higher,
low er costs and reduce environmentally damaging SO 2 em issions. To achieve this, the
Outokumpu process was reconfigured to remove the converting stage, which relied upon
batch processing in Pierce-Smith reactors. A flowsheet for the Don process is presented in
Figure 3.5.

In the process, the concentrate is reacted with oxygen enriched air, with oxidation
proceeding further than in flash smelters. A 60-70% N i + Cu matte is formed resulting a
slag which higher in oxidised iron. It is claim ed16 that the slag contains a relatively low
nickel content, however a slag cleaning furnace is an essential component o f the process.
Environmentally, the DO N process enables higher recovery o f S 0 2 at lower costs as the
oxidation o f sulphides occurs in one reactor, the flash smelter, from which there is a
continuous flow o f gas with a high concentration o f S 0 2. In comparison, the conventional
process has the converting stage as a batch process, which increases the difficulty and
therefore cost o f reclaiming the o ff gas. A lso, the level o f SO? in the converting stage varies
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Figure 3.5 DON Process Flowsheet16
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Gas to the
acid plant

w ith time, resulting in the requirement for a larger acid plant to reclaim the gas. In the
conventional Outokumpu process, not more than 90% o f SO 2 is recovered, w hile in the
D O N process over 99% recovery is achieved16.

A phase analysis, sourced from Sridhar7, comparing the D O N and conventional Flash
sm elting, is presented in Table 3.4. It indicates that the level o f N i and Cu in the slag is
significantly higher than the old process, not only in terms o f weight percent o f the total
m ass but in total mass o f slag produced in the two systems.

A s a straight percentage, comparison between the DON and conventional process shows a
nickel content in the smelter slag o f 4 and 2 wt % respectively. A lso, given that the matte
produced in the DO N process is more oxidised than the conventional system, a larger
volum e o f slag must have been produced due to more iron sulfide being oxidised. Further
more, the overall weight percent o f Fe in the DON slag has been maintained at the same
lev el as the conventional process o f 40%, indicating that larger flux additions must have
been added in the DON process. Therefore, the mass o f slag in the D O N process should be
greater than for the conventional process.
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Table 3.4 Phase Analysis comparison for DO N and Conventional Flash Sm elting16

NI
%

Cu
%

Fe
%

S
%

M gO
%

S i0 2
%

Concentrate

15

1

30

30

6

8

FSF Dust

15

3

35

2

6

8

FE Residue

3

2

50

5

<0.1

<0.1

FSF Matte

65

5

4

21

<0.1

<0.1

FSF Slag

4

0.5

40

0.2

8

27

EF Matte

50

6

30

7

<0.1

<0.1

EF Slag

0.3

0.2

42

0.3

9

31

Concentrate mixture

10

2

28

27

5

13

FSF Dust

10

6

37

2

5

13

FSF Matte

40

13

18

25

<0.1

<0.1

FSF Slag

2

0.6

40

0.5

9

27

EF Matte

45

12

30

8

<0.1

<0.1

EF Slag

0.2

0.3

42

0.4

8

31

D O N Process

Conventional Process
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3.3 Bath Smelters
This type o f process has found widespread use in both ferrous and non-ferrous industries.
Concentrates and fluxes are fed into a liquid melt and the blast is injected into the melt
resulting in a very turbulent region. The heat and mass transfer rates, as discussed in section
4.4, in this type o f reaction are high enough such that fine concentrate sizing is not required.
For exam ple Noranda and Vanyukov require concentrate sizing up to 100mm and 50m m
respectively. Additionally moisture content requirements are much more lenient than in
flash sm elting.17,18

3.3.1 Noranda Process
This process was developed in the late ‘60 ’s in Canada, and was initially envisaged as a
continuous copper metal process. This was not realised, and today it is used for the sm elting
o f Copper concentrates to produce a high grade matte o f 70 to 75% Cu, which is then
converted in Pierce-Smith furnaces. The decision to use the Noranda process for sm elting
only related to the requirement for cleaning a smaller mass o f slag. Production o f 70%Cu
matte produces a slag containing over 5% Copper, therefore cleaning o f slag is required to
recover copper values.19,20

The charge is fed into the top o f the furnace by means o f slingers, and the blast consisting
o f oxygen enriched air 38.5vol%, is blown through tuyeres located below the slag level.
Concentrate feed can be coarse and moist, 100mm and 14wt% respectively, resulting in
greatly reduced dusting, in comparison to flash smelting, at around 2% by w eight o f
concentrate17.
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This process has high operating stability in terms of temperature and composition of the
matte. Variations in the composition of the concentrate feed are of less importance due to
the large mass of matte in the reactor. Process corrections can quickly be achieved due to
the highly turbulent nature of the process. The natural gas burner shown in Figure 3.6, is
used to generate heat to overcome endothermic reactions such as evaporation of water.

7 0 '-O

Figure 3.6 Noranda Process19
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3.3.2 The Mitsubishi Process
This is a continuous smelting and converting process utilising 3 stages, the S-Fumace, SHFumace and C-Fumace to produce copper. A schematic representation is presented in
Figure 3.7. Concentrates, fluxing materials and blast air are introduced into the bath through
top lancing. Velocity at the lance tip is in the range of 150 - 300 m/s. The high velocities
through the lance can lead to refractory wear in the intensely mixed region immediately
below the lance. If the velocity is too high or the bath height is too low. This is thought to
be a limitation on the smelting rate.16 Instances of magnetite build up in the S-Fumace has
also been noted. In two operations, reduction in the bath volume of 60 and 10% has been
observed.

Figure 3.7 The Mitsubishi Process7
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After a ten minute dwell time the matte and slag is sent to the SH-Fum ace. This is an
electric arc furnace specifically designed for matte / slag phase separation and slag cleaning.
Blast air is not introduced in this furnace as the function is not for continued smelting or
converting. The products o f this stage are a high grade matte between 65 and 72% copper,
and a “throw away” slag containing 0.6% wt Cu.

The matte is continuously tapped into the C-Fumace. This is the converting stage o f the
operation to obtain Blister Copper. Pulverised fluxing materials, coolants and Blast Air (25
30% O 2) are injected into the bath. The slag produced is a special CU2O - CaO - Fe 3C>4,
typically containing 15 to 18% copper. This is returned to the S-Furnace where the copper
values are recovered. The higher matte grade charged into the C-Fumace, as compared to
typical Pierce-Smith converters, correlates to a lower mass o f converter slag being
produced.
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3.4 Rate Phenomena in Flash and Bath Smelting
D iscussion o f rate phenomena in metallurgical processes involves the consideration o f three
forms, which are momentum, heat and mass transfer. M omentum transfer, for exam ple the
injection o f gas into the melt to induce mixing, is analogous to N ew ton’s Law as
represented in equation 3.1. Heat Transfer can occur by conduction, convection and
radiation, with convection occurring only in fluid or gaseous systems, Fourier’s Law
equation 3.2. M ass Transfer occurs by two modes, diffusion and convection, with diffusion
occurring at a molecular or atomic level similar to conduction o f heat, Fick’s Law,
equation 3.3, and convection occurring to mass bodily conveyed by the movem ent o f an
elem ent o f fluid.21

N ew ton’s Law

T.

= —V

*60
dy

3.3

Fourier’s law
d{e C p T')

qy=~a^

r

3.4

Fick’s Law
oCA
^ A.y ~

Where:

D A_B

dy

3.5

v = p/p = momentum diffusivity (viscosity / density)
Tx>y = momentum flux
Cp = heat capacity
a = Thermal D iffusivity = k/pCp

k= Thermal Conductivity

DA-b = M olecular D iffusivity
5CA/5y = Concentration gradient

The smelting o f sulphides can be divided into one o f two generic processes, one where
reactions occur mainly between gas and solids, and the other between gas, liquid and solid.
The tw o important examples o f smelting processes o f these types are flash smelting and
bath smelting, both o f which are heterogeneous processes that is involving two or more
phases, gas - solid, and gas-liquid-solid reactions respectively. The schematic representation
show n in Figure 3.8, o f the reaction sequences was presented by M ackey22 . The two
processes are fundamentally different, in bath smelting reactions occur between gas-liquid
solid with intense m ixing between all three components, w hile flash smelting reactions
occur between gas and solid in suspension. As a result, flash sm elting is significantly
affected by variables such as feed preparation and injection techniques, w hile bath smelting
is less affected, as a pseudo-equilibrium exists in the melt.22
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Figure 3.8 Schematic of Reaction Sequence in Bath and Flash Smelting“
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Heterogeneous reactions differ from hom ogeneous reactions in two ways, firstly the rate o f
chem ical reaction is proportional to the interfacial area, whereas in hom ogeneous reactions
it is proportional to the volum es o f the reacting species. Secondly, the reaction sequence at
an interface follow s the steps o f (a) adsorption o f reactants to the interfacial layer, (b) the
reaction at the interface, (c) desorption o f the products away from the interface. The rate
controlling step in a pyrometallurgical process is generally either a mass transfer step, or
surface chemical reaction step. At higher temperatures, it has been found that a majority o f
processes are controlled by mass transfer.22

Increasing the rate o f a process can be achieved by a number o f techniques such as
increasing the surface area by grinding to a fine powder as in Flash Sm elting, or creating an
em ulsion or foam. A lso, if the a solid is being processed, good porosity such as is obtained
with pelletised material w ill improve the rate. For liquid phase processes, increasing fluidity
and agitation w ill lead to increased rates in reactors controlled by mass transfer. Finally,
running a process at a higher temperature w ill increase both mass transfer and chem ical
reaction.

3.4.1 Flash Sm elting
High reaction rates in this process, where solid concentrates are entrained in a heated gas
flow , are very much dependent upon the condition o f the concentrates ’ . Effectively, the
concentrate particles need to be very fine, clOOjim and dry for heat and mass transfer to be
high, and in terms o f fluid flow to ensure a good residence time in the reactor shaft. For a
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gas-solid system the larger the surface area available as a reaction site the higher the
transfer rates achieved.

On injection into the reactor shaft, convection from the gas stream, and radiation from the
reactor w alls heat sulfide concentrate particles. This continues until the “Ignition”
temperature is reached, at which time the heat supplied by the oxidation o f sulphides
exceeds the rate o f convection to the surrounding gas.

3.4.1.1 Heat and M ass Transfer Rates
In the initial stages where heat and mass transfer are controlled by convection between a gas
stream and the concentrate particle, Ranz and Marshall24 have provided the follow ing
dim ensionless correlations.

N n ^ + O tN ^ N » * 3

3.6

N sh = 2 + 0.6APRev2 N ^ 3

3.7

where:
N Nu = Nusselt Number (Heat Transfer) = hdp/k
Nsh = Sherwood Number (Mass Transfer) = kddp/Dv
NRe = Reynolds Number = dpupp/ji
Npr = Prandtl Number = Cpji/k
Nsc = Schmidt Number = v /D v
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Cp = Specific heat o f fluid, cal/g.°C
dp = particle diameter, cm
D v = molecular diffusivity o f reacting component through fluid, cm 2/s
h = heat transfer coefficient, cal/cm2.s.°C
k = thermal conductivity o f fluid, cal/cm.s.°C
kd = mass transfer coefficient, cm/s
Up = particle velocity relative to fluid, cm /s
11 = fluid viscosity, g/cm.s
p = fluid density, g/cm 3
For very fine particles, eg dp < 50{im, Reynolds number approaches zero, therefore both the
N usselt and Sherwood numbers are approximately equal to two, and the mass and heat
transfer coefficients are given by equations 3.8 and 3.9 respectively.

kA =

2D.

....3.8

dp

.3.9

A s can be seen, as the particle diameter decreases there is a corresponding increase in the
heat and mass transfer coefficients.

K ellogg and T h em elis5 then assessed heat and mass transfer once the ignition temperature
was reached. At this stage in the process it was necessary to determine if the oxidation o f
the concentrates was controlled by chemical reaction or by mass transfer. Jorgensen ’ ’
carried out a series o f simulated flash smelting experiments on sulfide particles. U sing a
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laminar flow furnace he measured the thermal histories and reaction products for a range o f
oxidising conditions. The researchers determined three pieces o f evidence for supporting
the conclusion that mass transfer is the controlling rate once ignition temperature is
achieved.

1. The oxidation rates o f Chalcopyrite over 0.1s intervals at temperatures ranging from 5001000°C increased as temperature increased as expected for reactions controlled by mass
transfer.

2. The maximum rate o f oxidation for chalcopyrite particles in the size range o f 35-53pm ,
and reactor at a temperature o f 670°C, was equal to O.OMg.CVg.conc per ms. The
maxim um rate calculated by the Sherwood number correlation was 0.015, effectively the
same, mass transfer control.

3. Oxidation o f Chalcopyrite with oxygen enrichment was approximately proportional for
20% +oxygen in the gas stream. This indicates mass transfer control since the transfer o f
oxygen through the boundary layer is proportional to the concentration o f oxygen in the
bulk stream.

K ellogg and Them elis5 developed a differential energy equation to express the increase in
temperature o f a particle as a function o f time and the heat and mass transfer in the system,
equation 3.10. Work is continuing on verification o f this formula.
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( V p Cpl6)dTp/d t = h(Tg - Tp)+ eo(t: - t; )+ (2P02t /RTg)
3.10
ÿ k d + d p (dp - d c) / 2 d cD ^ ] ' A K

where:
Tg,Tp,Tw

=

the

absolute

temperature

of

gas,

particle

and

reactor wall respectively
8 = em issivity
a = Stefan - Boltzmann constant for radiation
Po2 = oxygen pressure in the bulk stream
R = universal gas constant
AH = heat o f reaction
D v,e

= effective diffusivity across reacted shell o f particle

3.4.1.2. Fluid Flows
Fluid Flow is an important factor affecting reaction rates in the Flash sm elting process. This
type o f system is defined as a co-gravity gas-solid flow 5, where the particle velocity in the
reaction shaft is a function o f the gas velocity and the terminal velocity is determined by
gravitational and frictional forces operating on the particle, hence “co-gravity”. Stokes Law
can be used to determine the terminal velocity o f a particle in a reactor shaft:
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=

—c

p
18JLL

3.11

Where: Up = terminal velocity m s'1
gc = gravitational constant ms

-2

pp , pg = density o f particle and gas respectively kgm

-3

1x = viscosity o f gas

The formulation o f this equation must consider the fluid flow to be in the creep flow region,
w hich holds true for particles with diameter less than ~ 250pm 26. Calculations for two
particle sizes o f 10pm and 200pm o f a concentrate using this formula return the terminal
velocity o f 0.04m /s and 1.6m/s.

In a standard Outokumpu Flash Smelter with a reactor shaft 6m diameter and 9m high, the
process gas is injected into the shaft with an element o f axial injection, thus a cone o f
gas/concentrate mixture forms. This results in the velocity o f the gas stream decaying
according to the conservation o f momentum. Kellogg and Them elis5 calculated that with at
injection velocity o f 30m /s, assuming that it takes half the shaft length for the gas velocity
to reach its terminal velocity o f 2m/s, then the residence time o f the gas stream in the shaft
w ill be 2 seconds. Therefore, referring to the terminal velocities o f the two particles
calculated by equation 3.11, it can be seen that the larger particle has a velocity nearly tw ice
that o f the gas stream and hence the residence time in the shaft w ill be shorter than that o f
the fine particle.
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T o summarise the effect o f particle size on the terminal velocity, heat and mass transfer
coefficien t consider a sulfide, a 50, 100 and 200pm diameter particles were assessed. Using
equations 3.8 and 3.9 to determine the heat and mass transfer coefficients in air the
follow ing results, presented in Table 3.5, are obtained.

Table 3.5 Importance o f Particle Size5

Particle
Diameter

Terminal Velocity

Heat Transfer
Co-efficient

M ass Transfer
C o-efficient

cal/cm 2s0C

g.C>2/cm 2.s (in air)

cm/s
jim
50

9.94

0.086

0.051

100

39.8

0.046

0.028

200

158

0.028

0.017

Additionally, larger particles have a higher ignition temperature, and lower residence time
in the reactor shaft, and this combined with lower heat and mass transfer coefficients results
in reaction not proceeding to the same degree as fine particles. Flash Smelters therefore
need to balance the over-reaction o f fine particles with the under-reaction o f coarse
particles.

3.4.2 Bath Smelting

This type o f system also has very high reaction rates, although it differs from flash smelting
system s, utilising gas injection into the bath to achieve both a high input energy and
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increased interfacial area through the formation o f an emulsion. Additionally, the effect o f
surface tension driven flow s on the mass transfer rates in bath smelters can be important.27

3.4.2.1. Rate Limiting Step
Bath smelters, such as the Vanyukov furnace, are heterogeneous systems comprised o f gas
liquid-solid reactions, and determination o f the rate limiting step in such a process is a very
com plex problem. In order to determine the phase in which the rate control resides,
Brimacom be et at

provided the parameter N, as a means o f assessing the controlling

phase. Thus for a irreversible reaction o f the form:
bB(g) + cC(d = products

_ b (k ia i ' p cj R T

3.12

c (k 9 a Y g
where,
ki = liquid phase mass-transfer coefficient
a = bubble radius
kg = gas phase mass-transfer coefficient
ai = gas/ liquid interfacial area
Cc,i = concentration o f species c in liquid
R = universal gas constant
T = temperature
c = Stoichiometry coefficient
Pg = Partial pressure o f reacting gas
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if N » 1 rate control in gas phase
if N « 1 rate control in liquid phase
if N ~1 rate control m ixed

3.4.2.2 Slag-Matte-Gas Reactions
In bath smelting, the actual mechanisms o f reactions between matte, slag and gas phases are
relatively unknown22. Reactions are very com plex and comprise o f a range o f com peting
reactions. For example, in the Vanyukov furnace the oxidation o f the iron sulfide present in
concentrate does not proceed as a simple heterogeneous reaction between liquid matte and
gas. It also involves com plex matte-slag, matte-gas-slag and slag-gas reactions.

(1) slag formed as a result o f gas/matte reaction, such as the oxidation

[FeS] + 0 2 = (FeO) +SO

3.13

(2) matte phase being formed as the result o f a gas-slag reaction

l/2 (F e30 4) + 1/2S2 = l/2[FeS] + (FeO) + 1 /2 S 0 2

3.14

(3) a gas phase formed as the result o f a metal-slag reaction

[FeS] +(Fe30 4) = 10(FeO) + S 0 2

3.15

3.4.2.2. Interfacial Phenomena
W hen discussing interfacial effects upon rates o f a process, consideration needs to be given
to the interfacial area, effect o f non-reactive solutes and surface tension effects. An
important advantage o f bath smelters over flash smelters is the large interfacial area
generated between an injected gas and a melt. A large interfacial area is obviously
beneficial to mass transfer rates and a direct effect is the removal o f the requirement for fine
particle size o f the feed material to obtain high mass transfer rates, improving aspects such
as bulk handling and dusting. Themelis and Mackay29 have proposed equation 3.16 for
determining this ‘bubble-melt interfacial area’, assuming ideal gas behaviour and spherical
bubbles.

Ai —Vgas(Tmelt/273)(l/Pgas,ave)tb(b/dp)

where: Ai

3.16

= interfacial area (m2)
Vgas
Tmeit/273
Pgas.ave

= Gas flow through tuyeres (Nm 3/s)
= Temperature expansion factor for melt temperature, (K)
=

Pressure compensation

factor for average pressure in

bubbles, Noranda = 1.25 atm
tb

= average residence time o f bubbles in melt, (s)

6/dp

= surface to volum e ratio o f a spherical bubble, (m '1)
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gas

The residence time was calculated using the average plume velocity as shown in equation
3.17, a correlation developed by Sahai and Guthrie30, whereby they equated the energy
supplied by a rising bubble to the turbulent energy losses in a ladle with bottom blowing.

Up = (4.4 L0-25.Vtuyerea33)/R0-33
Where:

3.17

L = Bath H e ig h t, m
V = velocity o f injected gas through tuyere, m s'1
R = bath radius, m

The interface between gas bubbles and liquid melt is not the only interfacial area that must
be considered. The interfacial area between the matte droplets and slag melt in the
Vanyukov process must also be an important factor in the mass transfer rate. Presently little
research has been carried out into this phenomena.

The presence o f solutes at interfaces can either raise or lower the mass transfer rate in bath
sm elting processes. In the case o f non-reactive surface active solutes occupying interfaces,
there is a reduction in the interfacial area available to less surface active reactive solutes,
with a reduction o f up to 100 times in the mass transfer rate possible . Surface active
solutes can also increase or decrease the transfer rate through their effect upon surface
tension, generating the Marangoni effect. The phenomena o f spontaneous surface tension
driven fluid flow at an interface. It can result in an increase in mass transfer rates to
betw een 2 and 10 tim es27,30, even in stirred systems. Brimacombe27 stated two reasons for
interfacial turbulence improving mass transfer. Spontaneous interfacial movem ent has a
velocity approaching that induced by gas injection. More importantly, it stirs the region near
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the interface where mass transfer resistance is highest. A surface area effect can also
improve the mass transfer rate, as movement o f the interface can see the formation o f
ripples or w aves, increasing the interfacial area.

3.4.2.3. M ixing Input power:
K ellogg and Them elis5 stated that high heat and mass transfer achieved in bath smelting is
in large part due to the high amounts o f energy imparted to the melt by injected gas jets.
They considered that the work done on a melt by an injected gas had two components,.
Firstly, the displacement o f a column o f melt above the bubble as it rises, VbPmgdz and
secondly expansion o f the bubble as the hydrostatic pressure on the bubble decreases on
ascent, PdVb. This work was formalised by Themelis and Goyal32 equation 3.18, and the
follow ing derivation was used by them to determine power input to a system due to gas
injection.

dWb = Vbpmgdz+ PdVb

3.18

Thermodynamically, the volum e and the change in volum e with respect to the change in
pressure, o f an ideal gas, is related to the temperature and pressure o f a system by equation
3.19 and 3.20 respectively
Vb = nRT/P

3.19

dVb = -nRTdP/P2

3.20

substituting into equation 3.18 gives
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dw„ = —

( p mg d z ~ d P )

3.21

The pressure in the bubble is a function o f the hydrostatic head acting upon it, and is related
to atmospheric pressure, density o f the liquid and immersion depth by equation 3.22. The
change in pressure with respect to the change in immersion depth is given by the derivative
o f this equation, equation 3.23.

P = Pa +Pmg(Z-z)

3.22

dP = -Pmgdz

3.23

Substituting into equation 3.21 and integrating for z between the limits 0 and Z gives the
formula for the work done on a melt by a bubble, equation 3.24

= 2nRTln(\ + p mg Z / P il)

3.24

The total input energy is then equal to the product o f the amount o f work done by one
bubble times the number o f bubbles injected per unit o f time, equation 3.25 based on the
work by Nakanishi et al31

p m = 0.74QT ln (l + pmz/Pa)

where:

Pm = m ixing input power, W
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3.25

Q = injected gas flow rate, N 1/s
T = absolute temperature, K
pm = melt density,

g/cm 3

Pa = atmospheric pressure in g/ cm 2
z = height o f rise o f gas, cm

Them elis and Goyal32, also considered the kinetic energy associated with the injection o f a
gas into a bath. Relating the gas density, tuyere gas velocity and tuyere area to give the
kinetic input energy, equation 3.26

P , = \ p t *lA .

3.26

In work by Schwarz34, the formulation o f work due to expansion o f an injected gas carried
out by Themelis and Goyal32 and Nakanishi etal33, was challenged. It was claimed that the
sum o f the buoyancy power and energy due to expansion on rise should not be used, as the
m ixing energy due to expansion was less than previously derived. The difference in values
obtained for a water bath 0.5m in depth are 2% o f the previously reported value and hence
insignificant in comparison to buoyancy power.34

3.4.2.4. Heat and M ass Transfer
Initially, when solid particles are charged into a bath, a crust o f slag solidifies around the
particle as the rate o f heat transfer due to conduction to the particle is greater than the rate
o f heat transfer due to convection from the melt.5. A maximum thickness is reached, then
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the crust begins to melt once convection is greater than conduction. Jiao and Them elis35
developed a mathematical correlation for the heat transfer in a quiescent bath, represented
in equation 3.27

Nu = 2.0 + 0.6 (Gr 025 Pr0333)

3.27

Nu = N usselt Number (Heat Transfer) = hdp/k
Pr = Prandtl Number = Cpjx/k
Gr = Grashof Number = d 3pp 2gfi(Tb - Tm) / j i 2

Symbol

Term

Units

cp

Slag Specific Heat

J/kg°C

dp

Solid particle diameter

m

g

gravitational .constant

m /s2

h

slag/particle heat transfer coefficient

W /m2oC

k

Slag thermal conductivity

W/m°C

Tb

M elting point o f slag

°c

Tm

Temperature o f melt

°c

p

Thermal expansion coefficient

°c‘

P

Slag V iscosity

kg/ms

P

Slag Density

kg/m3
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The work carried out by Jiao and Them elis35 is o f limited relevance to the situation in an
intensely agitated bath smelter, as it assumes heat transfer by natural convection only. It is
for this reason that Themelis and M ackey29 proposed an estimate o f the increase in heat
transfer due to the agitation o f the bath by gas injection. They based this estimate on the
Ranz-Marshall correlation24, equation 3.28, for forced flow heat convection due to
recirculation velocity.

Nu = 2 + 0.6(Re°-5Pr°-333)

3.28

where:
R e = Reynolds Number = dpUavep/p

Here, the Reynolds number, characterising the fluid flow has replaced the Grashof Number.
The velocity variable contained in the Reynolds number, uave was calculated by Them elis
and M ackey29 through the plume velocity up , equation 3.17. This value is then used to
calculate the recirculation velocity through equation 3.29.

Uave = 0.18Up/R°‘33

3.29

Sahai and Guthrie30, as mentioned previously take the equations for uave and up from the
work. That study was for a ladle with gas injection through a bottom tuyere, where R was
equal to the ladle diameter. In the work by Jiao and Them elis35, based on the Noranda
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process and side injection o f gas, R was taken to represent the ‘tuyere influence radius’
equal to the centre to centre distance between tuyeres.

Comparing the N usselt numbers achieved in the tw o systems, that is quiescent and
injection-forced, Themelis and M ackey

found a four-fold increase. An expected result,

however it illustrates the effect to agitation caused by gas injection in bath smelters.

The Ranz-Marshall correlation is also used for forced convection mass transfer, formalised
by the Sherwood number, equation 3.28. Similarly it can be seen that as the turbulence o f
the system increases, the Reynolds number increases, and the value o f the mass transfer
coefficient also increases, therefore forced convection mass transfer has improved mass
transfer rates over a quiescent system.5

Sh = 2.0 + 0.6(Re°'50Sc°'33)

3.30

3.5 Comparison of Flash and Bath Smelting
The comparison o f heat and mass transfer rates between flash and bath smelters indicates
that these rates are higher for bath smelters. Considering the work carried out by K ellogg
and Them elis5 and Themelis and Mackey29 the follow ing was observed. In flash smelting
where particle size is required to be very small, the N usselt number approaches 2, see
equation 3.4. This is significantly lower than the value for the heat transfer coefficient by
natural convection for a particle immersed in a slag, obtained by Jiao and Themelis . The
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N usselt number was found to equal 7.3 for Cu-Ni ore particles immersed in a copper
sulphide melt, and Nu values for highly agitated systems were estimated at four time this
value. Comparison o f mass transfer coefficients for flash and bath smelters demonstrate that
w hile the Sherwood number for flash smelters tend towards 2, as the particle size is very
small, in bath smelters the value is expected to be much larger.5

The difference in the heat and mass transfer rates between the two processes has a real
effect upon operating conditions. In order to achieve high throughputs in the flash smelting
system it has already been shown that very fine and dry concentrate particles are required.
In comparison to bath smelting, flash smelting is less flexible in the feed material that can
be utilised, which can be considered to be a process limitation. This requirement o f fine
feed leads to another operational limitation and that is the problem o f dusting experienced
in all flash smelters. The recycling o f this dust, up to 15% by weight o f concentrate feed
represents a cost liability to the system. The heat loss associated with the dust represents an
operating cost, and there must be a capital cost associated with the building o f precipitators
to collect the dust. The review o f flash smelting processes has highlighted another
operational limitation in smelters utilising quiescent baths for matte settling. These
processes all experience problems associated with magnetite buildup. Highly agitated bath
smelters do not see similar problems.17

K ellogg and D iaz17 carried out a review o f smelting rates between a range o f bath smelting
designs. Suggesting that the rate o f oxygen consumption each hour for a given bath volum e
could be used universally to describe the smelting rate, the values as shown in Table 3.6
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were supplied for Specific Bath Sm elting Rate, SB SR (N m 3 O 2 used/h/m 3 o f bath volume).
T o compare the published data in Table 3.6 with flash smelters, substituting Specific Shaft
Sm elting Rate, SSSR for SBSR, the values for six Outokumpu flash smelters were
calculated by K ellogg and D iaz17 to be in the range o f 41 - 111. It was suggested that the
solids loading in reactor shafts runs at 0.004 to 0.01 percent by volum e, and hence the
ability to consume oxygen is limited by the fact o f this very dilute suspension.

Table 3.6 Comparison o f Bath Smelting Processes (K ellogg and D ia z17)
Furnace

SBSR

P-S Converter

270 - 385

Noranda

286

Vanyukov

244 - 369

Zinc Fuming

3 1 8 -4 0 5

Isasmelt, Cu

400

Inco top blown, Bottom stirred

257
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3.6 Summary
The literature on flash and bath smelting supports the conclusion that bath smelters
represent the more efficient process. Kellogg and D iaz17 illustrating this point have
calculated relative efficiencies. Heat and mass transfer rates have been calculated to be
higher in bath smelting. A lso, feed type and preparation is o f less importance leading to
more flexible operating conditions and a reduction dusting problems. In this chapter,
consideration has not been given to the effect o f bath agitation on matte droplet size, and
hence on relative settling rates between bath and flash smelters. A review o f information
regarding this issue and its relevance to the comparative efficiencies o f flash and bath
smelters w ill be conducted in Chapters 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER

4.0VANYUKOV PROCESS

The Vanyukov Furnace is a bath smelting process, developed by A.V.Vanyukov and the
Moscow Steel and Alloys institute during the 1960’s and commercialised in 1977 in
Norilsk, Russia. The process is presently in industrial use for smelting a number of
nonferrous ores, as shown in Table 4.1.

n£

Table 4.1: Industrial applications of the Vanyukov Furnace
O re

B ath A rea, m2

F eedrate, t/day

Cu/Ni

20

2000

Cu-Ni

48

2000

Cu-Ni

48

2000

Cu-Ni

36

4000

Tuff-argillite

5.6

350

High-Grade Cu

6.2

500

Balkhash

Cu

35

1800

(Kazakhstan)

Cu

35

1800

Revda (Russia)

Cu-Zn

48

2500

Svetly (Russia)

Sb-Au

3.6

100

L ocation

Norilsk
(Russia)

.
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The furnace is a rectangular, differing from a Noranda furnace in that it is stationary.
Industrial oxygen is injected through side tuyeres into a slag layer creating an intensely
mixed region. The charge, containing concentrates, fluxing materials and coal, is loaded
into this intensely mixed region, classified as an emulsion of matte in slag, where it is
quickly absorbed into the bath. Although approximately 3wt% of the charge is coal, a fuel
source, the bulk of energy requirements are supplied by the oxidation of iron sulphides.
Forced coalescence of the liquid matte droplets occurs in the emulsion, which promotes
settling of matte through the slag. The matte and slag are continuously tapped from the
furnace at opposite ends, hence the reactor incorporates some features of a counter current
vessel. The use of water cooled side jackets in the hearth walls replaces the need for
refractories, as a layer of slag is solidified on the jackets. This solidified slag layer provides
thermal and chemical protection for the furnace. A basic layout of the furnace is presented
in Figure 4.1.
Figure 1. Vanyukov
Furnace outline.
The fo llo w in g num bers
p ro vid e a leg en d o f the
fig u re: 1 - sm eltin g zone, 2 ro o fp o rt, 3 - o f f g a s system ,
4 - sla g cham ber, 5 - sla g
channel, 6 - tuyeres, 7 w ater ja ck ets, S refractories, 9 - m atte
channel, 10 - m atte
chamber.

Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the Vanyukov Furnace
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U nlike the flash smelting process, the feed material to a bath smelter such as the Vanyukov,
can be quite coarse and moist, up to 50m m in diameter and between 6 and 7 wt% moisture.
A major benefit o f this larger, wetter feed is in the reduction o f dusting in the system. Flash
smelters with its fine dry feed has a significant problem o f particles being entrained in the
o ff gas, reported at up to 15wt% o f charge37. The Vanyukov, on the other hand has a
negligible level o f dusting, o f between 0.5 and 1.5wt% o f charge36,37. A s was discussed in
Chapter 3, the loss o f concentrate feed as dust represents a heat loss to the system which
requires extra, energy inputs to maintain stable operating conditions.

Oxygen enriched air, containing between 40 to 60 vol% o f oxygen, is injected through side
tuyeres 0.5m below the bath surface. The injection o f the gas results in the bath level
increasing to approximately 1.5m. Tuyeres are 20 to 50mm in diameter, with a gas injection
velocity o f between 100 and 280m/s. The gas penetrates the slag as a jet for a distance o f
between 150 and 200m m before it collapses into a plume o f smaller gas bubbles in the
order o f 50m m diameter38. O ff gas production is composed o f up to 40 % by volum e o f
SO 2, with the strong concentration o f SO 2 ensuring practical reclamation in an acid plant.

Immediately after charging, heat transfer from the bath to the charge particles is the first
stage. Indeed Jiao and Them elis35 have stated that the rate o f particle melting is usually
related to furnace productivity. According to Bystrov36, after the feed material is charged
into the furnace, separate particles are first wetted and heated by the agitated slag, initially
no reaction takes place until the temperature o f the particles approaches that o f the slag.
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According to Zaitsev39, the oxidation o f iron sulphide in the Vanyukov process can proceed
by a number o f reaction sequences. These include the direct oxidation o f matte droplets
entrained by the gas jet, equations 4.1 and 4.2. The oxidation o f iron sulphide dissolved in
the slag by the gas jet, equations 4.3 and 4.4. Thirdly, the reaction between iron sulphide, in
both the matte and slag phase with magnetite, equation 4.5.

2[FeS] + 3 0 2 = 2(FeO) + 2 S 0 2

4.1

3 [FeS] + 5 0 2 = (Fe30 4) + 3 S 0 2

4.2

2(FeS) + 3 0 2 = 2(FeO) + 2 S 0 2

4.3

3 (FeS) + 5 0 2 = (Fe30 4) + 3 S 0 2

4.4

3(Fe30 4) + (FeS) + 5 S i0 2 = 5(Fe2S i0 4) + S 0 2

4.5

It is the opinion o f Bystrov38, that generation o f magnetite, and subsequent reaction with
iron sulphide is the most important oxidation reaction.

4.3 Process Limits
It is claimed that it is in the phase separation stage that the Vanyukov reactor outperforms
flash sm elting37. The process o f droplet enlargement, which occurs due to the agitation o f
the melt by gas injection, increases the rate o f phase separation, a point addressed in
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Chapter 5. It was stated40 that a breakdown in the rate o f phase separation does not occur
until productivity in the order o f 150 tonnes/m2day is reached. The production rate for the
Vanyukov furnace has been reported to be between 4 0 and 60 tonnes/m2 o f bath area per
day 18,37,38,4\

It has been suggested38, that the actual rate limiting step is the blast

consumption in relation to the cross sectional area o f the bath. A s shown in section 3.3, the
Vanyukov process has a smelting rate, in terms o f S B SR ’s, up to 8 times that o f Flash
Smelters.

The overoxidation o f iron sulphides (FeS) to magnetite (FesO^ imposes another lim it to the
productivity o f this process. It has been revealed that under conditions where the activity o f
magnetite approaches 1, and the partial pressure o f sulphur dioxide, Pso 2 is greater than 1,
bubbles o f SO 2 can nucleate in the emulsion. Under controlled operating conditions the
generation o f SO 2 occurs at the gas bubble / melt interface, and therefore bubble size is
much larger than when nucleating from the slag. The small nucleated bubbles are
hydrodynamically stable, resulting in excessive foam ing which slow s the settling o f matte
droplets through the slag. This situation arises when the gas flow rate o f blast is greater than
1500 N m 3/m 2 o f the bath area38.
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CHAPTER 5.0 COALESCENCE IN LIQUID DISPERSIONS
The understanding o f the phenomena o f coalescence o f droplets in an em ulsion is important
for tw o reasons. Sm elting o f nickel sulphides can be separated into two distinct stages o f (a)
heating and smelting, then (b) phase separation. Knowledge o f the droplet size distribution
in an agitated dispersion is important for mass and heat transfer considerations in the
heating and smelting stage. A s discussed in section 3.5, the surface area is an important
variable the kinetics o f processes. The relevance o f droplet size and hence surface area to
bath smelting, processes where all reactions occur within the melt, is obvious. However, the
droplet in the slag melt is not so important in flash smelting where the main oxidation
reactions occur in the gas suspension. The only reactions occurring in the melt tend to be
the back reduction o f magnetite. The droplet size distribution is, however, relevant to both
flash and bath smelting in the phase separation stage.

Phase separation is dependent upon the difference in phase densities, viscosity o f the bulk
fluid, and the radius o f the settling droplet. It is a function o f Stokes Law as represented in
equation 5.1.

V s = 2/9 gr2 (dm - ds) / |Xs

Eqn 5.1

In both flash and bath smelting physical properties such as density and viscosity can be
considered as constants for given process conditions. Therefore, the importance o f the
droplet radius is obvious, especially as it is a power relationship. Any process, which
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increases the matte droplet radius, w ill therefore increase the Stokes velocity and hence,
promote phase separation. This is the claimed to be one o f the benefits o f the Vanyukov
process, in comparison to flash smelters. Flash smelters utilise no agitation o f the melt to
promote increased settling rates, with Hunt37 claiming that this is the rate lim iting step in
flash smelting.

A number o f researchers’42"50 have addressed the behaviour o f liquid-liquid dispersions,
primarily in the area o f mechanically agitated tanks. Both continuous flow and batch
agitated systems have been studied, with comparable results found. It is known that
relatively large droplets are unstable in an agitated system, and w ill break down to a size,
dmax at w hich it is stable. Conversely, small droplets w ill coalesce and increase in size to a
value dmin, above which coalescence is unlikely to occur42.

5.1 Breakage in an Agitated Emulsion
Droplets, in a turbulent agitated liquid-liquid emulsion, are exposed to both microscale
inertial and viscous shear forces, due to small scale turbulent fluctuations and to regions o f
high shear stress. The generation o f high shear stress regions occurs near the edges o f
turbines in mechanically agitated systems, and with jetting in gas stirred systems. It has
been stated46 that in situations where coalescence is unimportant the influence o f high shear
stress in the macroscale is the most important factor. However, if coalescence is important
then the effect o f microscale turbulence on droplets predominates. The author proposes that
this w ill be the case for the Vanyukov system where the volum e fraction o f matte is in the
range o f 5 to 10%. The turbulent behaviour o f these fluctuations in the system has been
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defined by Kolm ogoroff through the use a length and velocity scale, T| and v respectively,
which are related to the energy input, s, and the kinematic viscosity, v, in the system, and
defined in equations 5.2 and 5.3. The use o f these equations is limited to the situation where

5.2
5.3

<
II

Tj = (V3/£ )1/4
CO

the Reynolds number is high, as is the situation in this study.

For the case where the droplet size is greater than the microscale o f turbulence,
d > r|, viscous forces can be neglected. In this situation the deformation o f the liquid
surrounding a large droplet due to turbulence, causes the surface o f the droplet to becom e
unstable. If the kinetic energy o f the turbulence induced oscillation is sufficient to overcome
the gain in surface energy due to the breakage into smaller droplets the large droplet w ill
form two or more smaller droplets. This ratio o f kinetic energy to surface energy is the
W eber number, which indicates the importance o f this dim ensionless number in the cold
m odelling o f agitated droplet systems.

5.2 Coalescence in an Agitated Emulsion
It has been proposed46 that the rate o f coalescence can be both increased and decreased by
turbulence. The introduction o f stirring, either mechanical or gaseous induces turbulence,
w hich increases the chance o f collisions between droplets. However a collision between
two droplets does not necessarily result in immediate coalescence. Initially, a film o f bulk
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tw o droplets does not necessarily result in immediate coalescence. Initially, a film o f bulk
phase fluid w ill separate two adhering droplets, and this film needs to drain to a point where
the boundary between the two drops becom es unstable, and collapses forming one droplet.
This process o f coalescence can be halted due to the elastic behaviour o f the film upon
collision, or if subsequent turbulence imparts enough energy to separate adhering droplets.
If the kinetic energy due to turbulent velocity fluctuations o f two droplets is greater than the
energy o f adhesion, then coalescence w ill be prevented. The kinetic energy o f two droplets
is a function o f the density,p, velocity, U and droplet diameter, d, assuming droplets o f the
same size Shinnar46 stated that equation 5.4 represents this relationship.

Kinetic Energy ©c pU 2(d).d3

5.4

In terms o f the microscale o f turbulence, T|, relating the energy input and kinematic
viscosity, if the droplets are smaller than T| then they tend to becom e trapped within eddies,
and are not separated by additional turbulent influences49. Therefore, in this case the
droplets tend to coalesce over time.

5.3 Breakage, Coalescence and Agitation Energy
The graphical representation o f the relationship between droplet diameter, the input energy,
and the processes o f breakage and coalescence is taken from Shinnar46, and presented in
Figure 5.1. In the log plot o f droplet diameter, d against impeller speed, in this case the
source o f agitation energy, e, the coalescence and breakage o f droplets is limited by dmin and
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break into smaller droplets, and droplets smaller than dmin w ill coalesce until a size greater
than this minimum is achieved.

For agitation energy greater than som e critical value,

breakage dominates coalescence. This relationship predicts that increasing agitation w ill
lead to a steady decrease in the droplet size. Studies by Shinnar46 and M lynek and Resnick47
based on mechanically stirred emulsions supported this, with results presented in figures 5.2
and 5.3 respectively.

It must be noted that these studies both involved systems where

density differences between the continuous and discontinuous phases were very small. It is
proposed that matte-slag systems with significant density differences may exhibit variant
behaviour due to residence time issues. This idea is supported by the work o f Zaidi and
Sohn49 who studied a kerosene-water system, presented in figure 5.4, which does not
exhibit the linear relationship between droplet diameter and energy input shown by the
other researchers46,47. In summary, the breakage and coalescence o f droplets in a gas
agitated system is dependent upon the physical properties o f the phases, the design o f the
agitator and the attributes o f the mixing vessel.

The diameter o f droplets in agitated liquid-liquid emulsions does not tend towards one
single value, but to a distribution o f diameters. Results are com m only reported by
researchers46,47 in terms o f the Sauter mean diameter (d 32), equation 5.5. This effectively
skew s the mean droplet diameter in favour o f the largest droplets, thus compensating for the
fact that the volum e associated with the largest droplets w ill be significantly higher than
smaller droplets due to the cube relationship for volume calculations.

d32 = I(nidi3) / Z(nidi2)
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5.5

N ~ 6^

Figure 5.1 Relationship between Droplet Diameter and Agitation
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46

Figure 5.2 Results taken from Shinnar46

47

Figure 5.3 Results taken from Mlynek and Resnick'
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(mm)

Figure 5.4 Variation of Sauter Diameter with Weber Number50
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5.4 Summary

According to Zaidi and Sohn50 there has been virtually no studies into the drop size
distribution in high strength gas injection systems. Their study was into the effect o f bottom
blow ing in a two phase system on emulsion generation. Although dealing with a similar
system to the present work, in terms o f disparate densities and gas injection as the mode o f
agitation, the system is significantly different to the Vanyukov process.

There have been no reported cold model studies into the Vanyukov process regarding the
relationship between gas injection and drop size distribution. A study was conducted by
Russian researchers40,51 which comprised o f inserting a steel bar into tuyeres o f a Vanyukov
furnace, freezing a sample o f the melt, then analysing the matte droplets entrained.
Unfortunately, the paper does not provide information on specific operating conditions nor
adequate results. It is evident that there is a dearth o f studies into the behaviour o f droplets
in agitated systems, especially gas stirred matte/metal-slag systems encountered in the
pyrometallurgy field.
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CHAPTER 6.0 COLD MODELING THEORY
C old M odelling techniques have been w idely utilised to study pyrometallurgy phenomena
such as m ixing tim es52*60, gas bubble driven flow s30,58’61'65, heat and mass transfer52,66"70 ,
em ulsions and foam s43,44,49,72*74, and the behaviour o f gas jets injected into m elts75*81. The
use o f these techniques has been o f particular interest to the steel industry, in the areas o f
gas injection, fluid flow and alloy addition in BOS vessels, ladles and tundishes. An
important factor for the wide spread use o f cold modelling in the steel industry is the
kinematic similarity between liquid steel and water, enabling correlation between the two
system s. Although cold modeling in the non-ferrous field has been less w idely reported, the
techniques used in ferrous and chemical engineering fields are universal, and therefore
applicable to research on this topic.

6.1 Similarity Criteria
The system for enabling correlations to be drawn between a full scale process and a cold
m odel, is the similarity criteria. Dimensional Analysis has been used to develop
dim ensionless numbers, which represent ratios o f forces and properties in a system. Their
use attempts to provide a direct scaling between a model and a real system, for ratios o f
forces, heat flow s, mass flow s etc. The application o f the classical similarity approach
requires a prior understanding o f the physics governing a process

in order to select

conditions m ost appropriate for establishing similitude through dim ensionless numbers. If
geometric, mechanical, thermal and chemical similarity is achieved, then it can be said that
a m odel system w ill be an accurate representation o f the real system.
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M odels are typically geometrically smaller than the real system, a reasonable decision based
upon costs and ease o f use. Typically a single ratio is used to equate length dim ensions such
as vessel diameter and bath height between the real and model systems. For a one sixth
scale m odel, the ratio o f bath width in the model to the real system equals one sixth.

M echanical similarity is composed o f three different requirements static, kinematic and
dynamic. Static relates to the application o f loads, such as torques, to solid bodies and
structures. Kinematic similarity according to Guthrie82 is achieved in geometrically similar
m oving system s when corresponding particles trace out geometrically similar paths in
corresponding

intervals

o f time.

Dynamic

similarity

is

reached

when

equivalent

accelerating/decelerating forces are applied to moving masses. In a system such as the one
being studied, these include inertial, viscous, gravitational, buoyancy and surface tension
forces.

The remaining two forms o f similarity, Thermal and Chemical, are o f importance in models
o f heat and mass transfer systems. In heat transfer systems, attaining similar ratios o f
temperatures at corresponding points between the model and the real system is important to
ensure that driving forces for heat transfer are matched. Additionally, similarity must also
be achieved for rates due to convection, conduction and radiation. For chemical similarity,
dynamic and thermal similarity are prerequisites82. Dynamic to replicate convective and
diffusive processes which lead to mass transfer and chemical reaction, and thermal, as
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chem ical reactions are temperature dependent. In the present research w hich is effectively a
fluid m echanics study, thermal and chemical similarity are o f no importance.

6.2 Proposed Cold Model
It has been recognised that there are major difficulties in developing a satisfactory cold
m odel. Selection o f materials to replicate phases in the real system is a challenge given the
often competing restrictions o f different dimensionless numbers. In material selection,
consideration needs to be given to density, viscosity, surface tension and the final selection
o f materials w ill always be a compromise between competing factors.

M atway e t al53 proposed that by relaxing the requirement for exact correlation for all
dim ensionless groups, and concentrating on ensuring that the model and real system operate
in the same regimes, a valid representation can still be achieved. In their study on m ixing
times and liquid/liquid mass transfer in a steelmaking vessel the model was based upon the
M odified Froude, Froude and Reynolds numbers. On the basis o f M odified Froude and
Froude numbers, representing plume and free surface behaviour respectively, the model was
judged to be in good agreement with the actual system. Comparing the Reynolds numbers,
the m odel was found to be two orders o f magnitude lower than the real system. However, as
both the m odel and prototype values were high, ~ 2 .5 x l0 4 and 1 .2 x l0 6 respectively, both
were fully turbulent. Therefore exact correlation between both systems in terms o f Reynolds
number could be relaxed, as the global flow patterns were the same.
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This concept was developed further by Abel etal68,69, they described the system to be
studied in terms phenomenological interrelationships then carried out dim ensional analysis
to determine the scope o f dim ensionless numbers. Making no apriori assumptions regarding
the relative importance o f each dimensionless group they developed a m odel matching
general regim es o f operation, such as fully turbulent flow. On com pletion o f experiments,
regression analysis was carried out on the results to determine the relative effect o f each
dim ensionless group.

6.3 Description of Coalescence System
Process air is injected horizontally into a liquid consisting o f slag and matte droplets
forming a turbulent, completely mixed emulsion. Bulk flow o f the system is downward with
matte droplets, the denser phase, settling at a faster rate than the slag. The gas is injected at
high rates creating a continuous jet, a high shear region, which then breaks up into smaller
bubbles. The bubbles rise due to buoyancy forces causing turbulent recirculating flow .
C oalescence and breakage o f matte droplets occurs due to collisions between droplets,
betw een droplets and bubbles, and due to shear in the gas jet region near the tuyeres. Energy
input to the system is comprised o f kinetic energy o f the gas injection, work due to the
rising bubbles as a function o f buoyancy, work done on the melt due to bubbles expansion
on rise as the hydrostatic pressure decreases, and expansion o f gas due to heating. The
dim ensionless groups listed in Table 6.1 are proposed as important to the system under
study.

.
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Table 6.1 D im ensionless Groups Relevant to Coalescence.
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injection
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o f matte droplets
energy dissipation to
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droplet motion due
to gravity

Droplet
movement
through slag phase

6.4 Variables of the Study
The coalescence and breakage o f droplets is a accomplished by momentum o f colliding
droplets overcoming the surface tension o f the drops, and interaction in the high shear
region o f the jet. The energy supplied to the droplets to overcome the surface tension forces
is supplied by the injection o f gas, therefore the energy input by gas injection is the major
variable o f this study.
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Table 6.2 Nomenclature o f variables to be considered in the study.
V ariab le

sym bol

u n its

P oten tial effects on m odel

Gas Injection Rate

Q

NnrVs

input energy, plume velocity

Tuyere Diameter

do

m

bubble size

Gas Injection V elocity

Ug

m/s

kinetic energy o f gas injection

Bath Height

H,

m

input energy, fluid flow

Slag Phase Density

Ps

kg/m3

droplet flow and momentum

Matte Phase Density

Pm

kg/m3

droplet momentum

Gas Phase Density

Pg

kg/m3

kinetic energy input

Slag Phase V iscosity

Hs

kg/m.s

droplet flow

Matte Phase V iscosity

Pm

kg/m.s

droplet flow and momentum

Slag/Matte
Tension

Œs-m

N/m

coalescence and breakage

Plume V elocity

Up

m/s

turbulent fluid flow

Bath Diameter

db

m

turbulent fluid flow

Interfacial

Variables affecting the energy input to the system are gas injection rate, Q, gas injection
velocity, U g, tuyere diameter, do, bath height, h, and density o f bath, p. V elocity variables
Up and U g are calculated from independent variables. The physical properties o f the matte
and slag phases are also important. Relative densities and slag viscosity directly affect the
settling velocity and the behaviour o f matte droplets due to turbulence. These variables are
taken into consideration when designing the cold model, as addressed in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

7.1 INTRODUCTION
The model designed for this study utilized a simplified tuyere segm ent concept, replicating
a tuyere section o f a Vanyukov Smelter. This simplification was justified on the basis that
the process is a series o f such tuyere sections joined in series. W hile, undoubtedly, wall
effects in the m odel w ill be prominent, benefits associated with being able to use a more
realistic scale o f 1/6, were judged in this study to outweigh this problem. The importance o f
dimensional similitude, and restrictions in the laboratory limiting the maximum gas flow
rate, meant that a m odel based on a complete smelter would require a scale o f around 1/20.

The vision for the design o f the experimental apparatus incorporated the use o f digital video
camera-computer image capturing system. A gravity fed, continuous sample flow , taken
from a point below the turbulent region was used in this study. W hile previous studies
used mechanical extraction from the turbulent region, the system used in this study would
seem to be simpler and more easily regulated. The model also incorporated a pressurised
spray feed system to approximate conditions in the Vanyukov process. A schematic
diagram o f the experimental apparatus is presented in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1 Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Rig
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7.2 MODEL DESIGN

7.2.1 Material Selection
It has already been discussed in Chapter 5, similitude is very important when designing a
cold m odel, and this includes selection o f materials with appropriate physical properties.
The selection o f materials to represent the matte, slag and gas phases in the Vanyukov
process needed to also consider handling problems, expense, compatibility and, in this
m odel, optical properties. The materials selected for the model, and the phases they
represent are listed in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Phases present in Vanyukov Process and Model
Vanyukov Process Phase

Representative Material

Fayalite Slag

Paraffin Oil (Ondina 15)

50% N i Matte

Water

Process Air

Air

The first requirement for the slag phase was in fact its optical properties. A material both
transparent and colourless was necessary, before consideration could be given to other
properties. Without this initial requirement being satisfied, obviously the measurement o f
droplets entrained in the slag phase would be impossible. A number o f fluids were possible
candidates including Silicon Oil and Kerosene were considered, both used in previous cold
m odel studies50 &73. The drawbacks o f these two materials being the cost o f Silicon oil, and
handling issues due to the flammability o f Kerosene. Paraffin oil, on the other hand,
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satisfies the prerequisite o f transparency, it is colourless, odourless and stable at room
temperature. Furthermore, its physical properties o f density, viscosity and interfacial tension
make an ideal system in conjunction with water, for studies into the Vanyukov Process.

The selection o f the matte phase required the same considerations as the slag phase, except
for the requirement to be transparent and colourless. Silicon oil was again considered, as it
satisfies the density requirement, that is, denser than paraffin oil. Another possibility is
Tetrachlorthylene (TCE)54, though it was rejected due to handling problems. W ith Silicon
Oil, cost was not as big an issue in this instance, as the volum e o f matte phase is only 5 to
10% o f the slag phase. However, some additional characteristics were considered as
potentially beneficial. It was envisioned that a matte phase, which could be dyed, might
allow for the possibility o f mixing experiments to be conducted at the same time as droplet
studies. Such m ixing experiments could be conducted with a colour digital camera by
varying dye types or concentrations, then analysing images on the basis o f colour
variation83. A lso, a matte phase for which the density can be easily manipulated has
potential benefits in modelling a range o f matte/slag density ratios. It was for these reasons
that water was selected to represent the matte phase. Apart from the low cost and physical
property match in conjunction with paraffin oil, density manipulation is possible through
the addition o f salts, such as NaCl and Z nC h as used by Lin and Guthrie . It should be
noted that a sm all addition o f salts significantly affects the surface tension properties,
suggesting the potential to carry out experiments into the precise effect o f this physical
property. A range o f dyes exist, such as potassium permanganate and methylene blue, which
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can be added to water offering varied contrast effects for improved imaging, an issue to be
expanded on in subsequent sections.

W ith both matte and slag phases selected, the representative gas phase presented less o f a
problem. Air satisfied dimensional requirements, is cheap, readily available and posed no
handling problems. It must be noted that the difference in density ratios betw een gas-slag
and gas-oil w ill result in plume behaviour, which is different in the tw o systems. The
expected difference is in penetration o f gas jet and shape o f the plume. In terms o f m ixing
energy, a significant body o f work in the cold modelling o f this phenomena, reviewed in
Chapter 3, has resulted in several correlations having been developed.

7.2.2 Operating Variables
The selection o f relevant dimensionless numbers for a system under study is an important
stage in the design o f a cold model. The requirement to achieve similitude is paramount if a
meaningful correlation is to be made between a metallurgical reactor such as the Vanyukov
Smelter, and an aqueous-oil analogy. This study has been conducted on attempted
sim ilitude for three dim ensionless numbers namely the M odified Froude, Reynolds, and
Weber. Considering the gas stirred coalescence and breakage phenomena occurring in the
Vanyukov process, and drawing upon the work o f Abel etal68&69, as discussed in the
Chapter 5, these dim ensionless numbers where determined as most important for m odelling
droplet coalescence in the Vanyukov process.
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Table 7.2 Comparison o f Variables for the Vanyukov Process and 1/6 Scale M odel

Symbol

Units

Vanyukov Reactor

l/6th Cold M odel

Gas Flow rate

Q

N m 3/m 2/h

300 to 1500

3.6 to 8.4

Tuyere Dia.

d„

mm

20 to 50

5 to 10

Bath Height

h

m

0.5

0.25

Matte Density

Pm

kg/m3

4500

1000

Slag Density

Ps

kg/m3

3700

815

Gas Density

Pg

kg/m3

1.16

1.16

Slag V iscosity

Ps

kg/ms

0.5

0.0163

N/m

0.12

0.0239

Variable

Interfacial
Tension

Matte-

Slag

7.2.3 The M odified Froude Number and Gas Flow Rate
The M odified Froude number, representing the ratio between the inertia o f the gas injected
into a melt and the buoyancy o f the gas, was selected as a starting point, as it is known to
greatly influence gas plume behaviour^. In the Vanyukov process, gas is injected through
side tuyeres into a slag melt. The gas jet penetrates 150 to 200 mm into the emulsion, before
collapsing into a plume o f bubbles3^ with the bubbles, expanding as they rise, pushing
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against the w alls o f the reactor. The matching o f M odified Froude numbers for the reactor
and m odel aims to reproduce this phenomenon in the model.
Kim and Fruehan67 developed a simple correlation for the gas flow rate between a full-scale
reactor, QfS and a m odel, Qm by manipulating the M odified Froude number. From this
study, equations 7.1 and 7.2 are used to quickly determine corresponding gas flow rates.

Q fi = (Cm/C f, f 2l v l Qm

™

9.159*10 ~k M 2

?2

c

PlPg
where

M

= Molecular weight o f the gas

pi, pg = liquid and gas density, kg/m 3*
X

= linear scale ratio o f full scale reactor to model

3

2

The operating gas flow in the Vanyukov reactor is in the range o f 300 to 1500 N m /m o f
bath area/hour. Calculating from 7.1 and 7.2 yields a flow rate o f 1.1x10

to 5.6x10

NmVs, converting to 66 to 333 1/min. The selection o f the experimental flow rates, see
Table 6.1, was determined primarily by the flow meters available, and by considerations
regarding the source o f the gas supply. In support o f the gas flow rate selected, as
reported67, for rates between 1 .7xl0 '5 to 5 .0 x l0 '3 N m 3/s through tuyeres 3mm to 50 mm in
diameter, the phenomena o f an unstable gas jet is replicated. Thus, for the flow rates and
tuyere diameters used in this study, the same phenomenon is expected to occur.
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7.2.4 The Reynolds Number
This dim ensionless number, which is a measure o f inertial to viscous forces in a flow , was
selected to draw a correlation between the turbulent nature o f the Vanyukov Reactor, and
the m odel. W hile for the M odified Froude number, the velocity variable was easily
calculated from the gas flow rate and tuyere diameter, do this velocity was not considered
appropriate for the calculation o f Reynolds number. The turbulent nature o f the emulsion in
the Vanyukov process is due mainly to the rising, expanding plume o f gas bubbles. It has
been recognised32,34’52,60,69 that mixing due to expansion o f bubbles rising through a melt
and their loss o f potential energy dominates mixing due to the kinetic energy associated
with gas injection. It is for this reason that the velocity variable selected for calculation o f
the Reynolds numbers is the plume velocity, Up. Calculation o f the plume velocity utilised
the work o f Abel etal68, who formulised the equation 7.3
/

7.73 Q

\- 3 3

H -25(1.0-o r )

0.05

7.3

\ d b j

where

U p = Plume Velocity,m /s
Q = Gas Flow Rate,Nm3/s
db = Reactor diameter, m
H = Bath height, m
a = plume voidage factor, less than 0.05

The values calculated for the Reynolds numbers, as shown in table 7.3, show a good
correlation in terms o f the fact that both are operating in a turbulent flow regime.
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7.2.5 The Weber Number and Matte/Slag Density Ratio
The W eber number, the ratio o f inertial forces to the surface tension forces, was selected to
draw a correlation between the behaviour matte droplets in the slag and their cold m odel
analogues. As no measurements on the velocity profiles o f matte droplets in an intensely
agitated m elt have been attempted, it was decided that the plume velocity would provide the
best representation for the system. Interfacial surface tension and density studies have been
carried out on matte-slag systems, and these published values84 89 were used for the
calculation o f the Weber numbers.

W hen considering the behaviour o f matte droplets in a slag, the ratio o f matte to slag
density is important. Matching this ratio is relevant to the correlation between the industrial
process and a cold model.

7.2.6 Summary
The design o f the model, selection o f materials and operating parameters was conducted on
the basis o f M odified Froude, Reynolds and Weber numbers. These dim ensionless numbers
were chosen to draw similarity between the gas jet/plume behaviour, the turbulent nature o f
the system, and the matte droplet characteristics. Table 7.3 compares the resulting
dim ensionless numbers for the Vanyukov Reactor and the M odel and the follow ing
conclusions can be made from the calculated values. A ll four main dim ensionless numbers
have been matched, or are operating in the same regime. The M odified Froude number is a
direct correlation, hence the behaviour o f the gas plume is expected to correspond. The
turbulent nature o f both systems is assured for the Vanyukov and M odel as R e>2500.
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Finally, the behaviour o f droplets are expected to correspond in the industrial process and
the model, as the Weber values indicate a system where inertial forces o f the system greatly
exceed the surface tension forces, and the density ratio between matte and slag are
equivalent. The conclusion to be made is that a sound basis exists for correlation’s to be
drawn between the results obtained in the model, and the Vanyukov process.

Table 7.3 Dim ensionless Number Values for Full scale and M odel

Number

Vanyukov Process

Cold M odel

Comparison

Re —PsUpL/jis

8 x l0 5

8 .9 x l0 3

turbulent flow

W e = psU2p17o

7 .4 x l0 5

lx lO 4

in ertial»su rface
tension forces

Fr’ = pU2o/(Ps-Pg)gL

0.273 to 2.14

1.0078

equivalent

Ps/Pg

2 .9 x l0 3

7 .4 7 x l0 2

equivalent

7.3 DROPLET FEED SYSTEM
T o replicate the feed system in the Vanyukov process a technique had to be found where
fine droplets o f the matte phase could be introduced to the turbulent region. As discussed in
Chapter 5, settling o f a denser phase through a continuous medium is a function o f Stokes
law is influenced by the droplet diameter to a power o f two. To achieve a residence time in
the turbulent region comparable to the industrial process, it was quickly realised that only
droplets generated by a gas pressurised system would be successful.
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A com m ercial pneumatic spray gun was selected, with a pressurised air cylinder as the gas
source. Initially trials were conducted utilising the 1 litre canister supplied with the spray
gun. H owever, it was found that control over the precise amount o f matte phase delivered to
the system was not possible. The supply o f matte phase was for this reason, switched to an
open plastic container, connected via a flexible hose, as shown in Figure 7.2. Precise
volum es o f matte phase could then be introduced to the model with this setup.

Other features o f the pneumatic spray system include variable liquid phase feed rates, gas
pressure

levels

and

adjustable

spray

pattern.

The

system

was

set

at

480 kPa gas pressure, a feed rate o f 250ml per minute, with a mist pattern. Once trials had
confirmed these as the optimum conditions for the experiments, feed conditions were not
altered.

7.4 SAMPLING SYSTEM
The design o f a model with gravity driven continuous sample flow was selected to ensure
ease o f sampling. Referring to Figure 7.3 a perspex tube, 3mm inner diameter, is inserted
into the model at a point below the turbulent region, and above the pool o f settled water.
The sampling is at a point in the middle o f the model, the assumption being that the model
is perfectly m ixed, and that a random distribution o f droplets occurs across the m odel. The
sample tube is connected to a perspex backed viewing chamber outside the main tank. This
chamber has a 2mm thick plain glass face, to enable optically clear images, with minimum
distortion to be obtained. The design o f the view ing chamber allows for the removal o f this
glass face to facilitate cleaning prior to the commencement o f experiments. The cleaning
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Figure 7.2 Droplet Feed System
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Figure 7.3 Sampling System
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step in the experimental procedure was found to be very important to successful trials.
Inadequately cleaned internal surfaces in the view ing chamber resulted in water droplets
adhering to the surfaces, leading to the failure o f those experiments. The flow can be
stopped to enable images o f the emulsion to be captured by a CCTV and stored on a PC via
a computer video card.

7.4.1 Digital Camera Equipment
Two Digital CCTV cameras were utilised during the experiments and specifications for the
camera and monitor setup are provided in Table 7.4. These specifications highlight a
number o f important issues regarding the selection o f CCTV cameras. Over the preceding
years design improvements have improved the quality o f images which can be captured
with digital cameras. This improvement has been to such an extent that the use o f digital
cameras in materials experimentation is increasing. CCTV’s are now w idely used for
optical characterisation o f materials, and a few recent publications49*50 have detailed the
use in cold modelling o f droplet behaviour.

7.4.2 Resolution
Both the camera and monitor resolution has an important, if not the most important impact
upon the capturing o f useful images. The higher the resolution o f the camera the more detail
that is captured, and the higher the resolution o f the monitor, in terms o f pixels, the more
detail that can be discerned. One or the other w ill be a limiting factor for the analysis o f
im ages if manual processing is required. This was the situation during these experiments
where contrast effects, which w ill be discussed in chapter 9, prevented the use o f automated
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analysis functions on the im age analysis package. In this situation, ensuring that the monitor
resolution is higher than the CCTV resolution w ill optimise the system. The monitor
resolution is not an issue for systems that can utilise automated analysis functions, as the
computer package accesses the stored data directly.

Table 7.4 CCTV and Monitor Specifications

SYSTEM 1

SYSTEM 2

Panasonic W V-CD130L

Panasonic GP-KR222

CF50B 1:1.4/50

CF50B 1:1.4/50

+310 Horizontal lines

+480 Horizontal Lines

600x400 pixels

800x600 pixels

24 bit colour

24 bit colour

Signal Processing

VHS

S-VHS

V ideo Card RAM

1Mb

2Mb

CCTV

Lens

CCTV Resolution

M onitor Resolution

Image Colour

7.4.3 Signal Processing
The development o f S-VHS signal processing has led to an improvement in image quality
through the reduction in noise and an increase in signal band width. Under the VHS process
the tw o signal components o f a digital image, the luminance Y and chrominance C, are
processed together along one cable. Referring to Figure 7.4 the FM luminance signal
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operates at 3.8M Hz with a deviation o f 1MHz giving a luminance resolution o f 240
horizontal lines.

W ith the S-VHS signal processing system, as featured on the GP-KR222 camera, Y and C
signals are transmitted over separate cables, and are processed, stored and reproduced on
the monitor in this state. This leads to a reduction in the amount o f “cross-talk” and hence
noise in the signal, leading to a marked improvement in image quality ’ . Other attributes
o f this system are, referring to figure 7.4 again, the Y signal has been shifted to 5.4M Hz
w ith an increased deviation o f 1.6MHz, with a corresponding increase in luminance
resolution to 400 horizontal lines.

7.4.2 Lighting
The search to obtain the optimum conditions for generating digital images o f emulsions
w hich can be analysed for droplet diameter included the selection o f appropriate lighting
conditions. The aim was to find contrast conditions which clearly delineate the droplet
interface, for this model system a water-oil interface. The need to produce strong contrast
effects stems for the transparent and colourless nature o f both phases. Lighting conditions
with both front and back lighting were trialed and these are summarised in Table 7.5. The
most successful setup was with backlighting with a diffuser, and this was the technique
used for the majority o f experiments.
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Table 7.5 Lighting Conditions
Backlighting

Front Lighting

Source

100 and 150 W globe

150w Globe and Bipolar Light B ox

D iffuser

W ith and Without

Without
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Figure 7.4 Comparison of Spectra Signal for VHS and S-VHS Signals90
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7.5 IMAGE ANALYSIS
The im ages captured from the sampled emulsion were stored on a M itec PC. Analysis was
carried out utilising the UTHSCSA ImageTool92. This package has a number o f useful
features for analysis o f digital images, including numerous filters for improving image
quality. W hen the design o f this experimental technique was envisaged, automatic
measurement o f droplet diameters was a desirable option. However, it was quickly learned
that due to the colourless and transparent nature o f the phase being utilised for the model,
the contrast effects required to enable automatic functions were not available. Attempts
were made to overcom e this limitation through the addition o f methylene blue to the water
phase. However, the high concentrations required to achieve the necessary contrast effects,
significantly altered the surface tension o f the water phase. It was decided due to time
constraints, to continue the experimentation without the dye and rely upon manual
measurement o f droplets.

7.6 E X P E R IM E N T A L P R O C E D U R E
U sing the experimental apparatus as described in the previous sections, experiments were
carried out to test the practicality o f the use o f CCTV’s for coalescence studies. The effect
o f gas flow rate on the droplet diameter formed the other primary aim o f the project.

Prior to the injection o f the matte phase, water in this model, gas injection through the side
tuyeres was com m enced (t=0min). It was observed that after a period o f five minutes an
em ulsion o f gas in oil was formed. At this point (t=5min), 750m ls o f water was injected
into the tank, using the gas pressured spray system, taking approximately 3 minutes,
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(t=8min). The volum e o f water injected corresponds to a the volum e o f matte maintained in
the Vanyukov process, 5 % vol. Gas injection was maintained for a period o f 10 minutes,
with the required gas flow being regulated by two rotameter flow meters (t=18min).

Sampling com m enced at the completion o f water injection (t=8min), as it was found that
significant droplet settling did not occur until a few minutes after this point. Starting from
the moment when droplets were observed in the view ing chamber, the sample flow was
periodically stopped to enable a digital image o f the emulsion to be captured, then the flow
was recommenced.

Images were initially captured every 30 seconds for the first 10 minutes after water
injection(t=8 to 18min), then every minute until the 20 minute mark (t=28min). This length
o f time after gas injection has ceased, theoretically allows enough time for droplets with a
diameter less than 90|im to settle through the oil, based on the terminal velocity calculated
from Stokes Law, and discounting bulk flow due to gas injection.

Additionally, measurement was made o f the amount o f water that settled through the oil
layer, by referring to the ruler attached to the face o f the model. Through recording height
o f water in the bottom o f the model at regular intervals, the period where the greatest
settling o f water occurred could be estimated at a later date.
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CHAPTER 8.0 RESULTS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The range o f results generated covered the main issues o f this study, namely the effect o f
gas flow rates and tuyere diameters on mean droplet diameters. Additionally, issues
regarding the utilisation o f digital camera technology were addressed. Results and
observations from the experimentation are presented in this chapter.

8.2 OBSERVATIONS
The description o f the plume behaviour formed the initial observations, when gas flow
started it was observed that a jet region formed, varying between approximately 10 and
40m m into the oil phase. This distance was related to the gas flow rate, and hence the
velocity o f gas injection. The jet quickly broke down into a plume o f bubbles, w hich
expanding as they rose, were seen to push against the side w alls o f the model at a short
distance above the injection point. After a period o f 5 minutes, the formation o f an
em ulsion o f gas bubbles in the oil was observed, with some bubble recirculation in the
model. Visual observation indicated that in terms o f total gas volum e injected, the majority
o f gas injected passed quickly through the oil. The agitation in the bath was vigorous, and
was accompanied by splashing oil.

Once the stable emulsion o f gas in oil was formed after 5 to 10 minutes o f bubbling,
injection o f the water phase commenced. Approximately one and a half minutes into
injection the settling o f som e small diameter droplets was noted. These had the appearance

o f being controlled by bulk flow in the system, with two streams forming near the side
w alls flow ing into the quiescent region below the tuyeres. The volum e associated with
droplets settling from this point to the end o f water injection at 3 minutes, was determined
through reference to the height o f water on the bottom o f the model, and was found to be
negligible in comparison to the total water volume injected.

Gas injection was continued for another 10 minutes, during w hich it was noted that
significant settling o f droplets, determined by reference to the ruler measuring the height o f
water in the bottom o f the model, did not begin until around 5 minutes after water injection
was stopped. A distribution o f droplet sizes was visually observed over this time. Initially
small droplets with diameters less than 100 Jim settled, follow ed by a period o f steadily
increasing droplet size up to 2000 Jim, followed by a decrease in the droplet size and
frequency.

8.3 Droplet Diameter Measurement
W hen analysis o f droplet diameters is conducted, it would be preferred to calculate this
value from an area value, to m inimise any errors associated with single measurements.
U tilising a digital image manipulation technique called thresholding, the image is split into
tw o regions, the foreground containing the feature to be measured, and background, which
is effectively discarded. This selection is based upon a specific range o f brightness values,
and provided that contrast across the droplet is uniform and the resolution is refined
enough, automatic identification and measurement o f droplet area is possible with computer
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im age analysis packages such as ImageTool. It was envisioned that this project would
utilise these features, however it was found not to be achievable.

Initially, it was observed that water droplets did not provide the required contrast effects,
that is, uniform across each drop to enable automatic detection through thresholding.
Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the effect o f thresholding on an image o f water-oil emulsion.
Contrast effects due to the transparency o f the drop lead to non-uniform contrast between
the droplet edges, seen as a black ring, and the bulk o f the droplet, which is white.
Automatic analysis depends upon uniformity, and as such does not determine the droplet to
be one particle. Additionally, the quality o f the image is significantly lower after
thresholding, further complicating analysis.

Trials, utilising methylene blue as a colourant to overcome the contrast problems were
attempted. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 compare typical results from these trials. Even with a high
concentration o f methylene blue (lg/3litres), the resultant small size o f the droplets negated
the dye effects. On thresholding the pictures, non-uniform contrast and deterioration in the
im age quality was observed, again leading to the failure o f automatic image analysis.
Additionally, a marked effect on the surface tension properties by the addition o f methylene
blue was noted, and this issue w ill be discussed in Chapter 9.

The attempt to engage in automatic measurement o f the digital images was found to be
unpractical with the experimental rig and system characteristics in this study. Reliance on
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the mouse measurement functions available with the ImageTool package, was found to be
awkward and a potential source of error, though adequate in obtaining meaningful results.

Figure 8.1 Standard Image of Droplets in Viewing Chamber

Figure 8.2 Threshold image of previous Figure
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Figure 8.3 Typical Image from Methylene Blue Trial
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Figure 8.4 Threshold Image from Methylene Blue Trial

8.4 Experimental Results Utilising CCTV System No 1

Trials were initially conducted using the Panasonic W V - C D 130L camera, which was
available in the Materials Engineering Department. The rationale was to determine if the
use o f a digital camera was feasible, and to assess if any changes in droplet diameter
occurred with varying gas flow rates. The most important observation made during this
series o f experiments was in regard to the effectiveness o f the digital camera used. It was
noted that the quality o f the images in terms o f resolution was not sufficient to adequately
distinguish small droplets. When analysis was conducted, despite enlargement o f the
im ages to make measurement easier, small droplets less than 200 Jim were indistinct and
frequently unmeasurable.

Table 8.1 Effect o f Gas Flow on Droplet Size

Std. D ev

Sauter Dia.
mm

Number o f
Observations

382

133

474

634

8

400

159

526

715

96

444

224

702

1955

120

417

182

582

1149

147

407

178

567

720

Gas Flow Q,
1/min

Mean Dia.*

69

Jim
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8.5 Experimental Results Utilising CCTV System No 2

This second series o f experiments utilised an improved digital camera system, as stated in
the experimental procedure. The purpose o f this series was to study the effect o f gas flow
rate upon droplet diameters. Additionally, as the technique o f using a digital camera in this
camera was shown to be feasible from the initial experiments, this series addressed the
effect that camera system had on the measured values.

Table 8.2 Effect o f Gas Flow Rate on Droplet Size

Gas Flow Q,
1/min

Mean Diam.,
pm

Std. D ev

Sauter Diam.
mm

Number o f
Observations

0

188

93

296

1560

60

221

136

420

1203

80

271

205

653

1351

96

284

219

658

4769

120

257

218

715

943

140

214

177

607

1046
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8.6

Tuyere Diameter Experimental Results, CCTV System No 1

This series o f experiments was conducted to determine if tuyere diameters, and hence the
M odified Froude number, has any impact upon the mean droplet diameter in the system.
The tw o gas flow rates were selected from the range previously calculated to dimensionally
match the Vanyukov process.

Table 8.3 Effect o f Tuyere Diameter on Droplet Size for two Gas Flow Rates
Std. Dev

Sauter Dia
mm

Number o f
Observations

400

159

526

715

80

406

194

632

1840

10

80

400

202

613

1374

5

96

444

224

702

1955

7.5

96

436

198

635

1232

10

96

421

209

631

1026

Tuyere Dia
mm

Gas Flow
1/min

Mean Dia.

5

80

7.5

Jim
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8.7 Experimental Results Methylene Blue Addition

In experiments where M ethylene Blue had been added, it was observed that the droplet size
passing through the view ing chamber was smaller than in previous experiments. This was
reflected in the residence time in the tank, where 20 minutes after gas flow was stopped,
only approximately two thirds o f the droplets has settled out, as measured by reference to
the ruler on the side o f the tank. This compared to all previous experiments at the same gas
flow rate where approximately half the length o f time was required for the same volum e o f
water to settle out.

Table 8.4 Effect on the System o f Methylene Blue, CCTV System N o 2

M ethylene
Blue

Gas Flow
1/min

Mean Dia.
pm

Std. Dev

Sauter Dia
mm

Number o f
Observations

Without

80

271

205

653

1351

W ith

80

249

126

375

715

*For statistical analysis calculations see Appendix 1.
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CHAPTER 9.0 DISCUSSION
The primary objectives o f this study was to design a cold model replicating the Vanyukov
Process, incorporating digital camera technology to understand the relationship between gas
flow rate and mean droplet diameters o f an emulsion. The results generated have raised a
number o f issues to be discussed in this section, namely the effect o f tuyere diameter and
gas flow rate on mean droplet diameters, and the effectiveness o f the experimental design.

The generation o f meaningful results is greatly affected by the video systems utilised, the
method o f droplet measurement, and in the ability to reproduce methods o f sampling. The
benefits and limitations o f computer packages and the affect upon results w ill be addressed
here, as w ill the issues o f automatic versus manual measurement o f images.

9.1 Effectiveness of the Experimental Design
To determine if the design o f the rig, and the use o f digital camera technology would be
effective in detecting any relationship between gas flow rate and mean droplet diameter, gas
flow s o f zero and 96 1/min were studied. The accompanying histograms o f Figure 9.1 and
9.2, show the breakdown o f droplet diameters measured for Q = 0 1/min and Q = 96 1/min
respectively. These diagrams indicate a significant difference between the two regimes,
being the shift in the histogram for Q = 961/min to higher droplet diameters. W ith a zero gas
flow rate, the maximum droplet sizes were in the range o f 750 to 850 jam, w hile the results
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with a gas flow rate the maximum droplet diameter was 1950 to 2050 jim. Statistical
analysis reflects this graphical result, with the standard deviation between the tw o groups
being significantly different, based on a 97.5% confidence interval. The deviation for the
experiment with no flow and with gas flow was 93 and 209 respectively, with the mean
and Sauter droplet diameters showing significant variation as well.

These results indicate that the experimental design was sound, and that the use o f digital
camera technology could discern changes in the mean droplet diameter. In support o f this,
visual evidence is supplied with Figures 9.3 and 9.4. Comparison o f these im ages highlights
the uniformly small droplet size in the zero flow rate system, and for the gas flow system,
the w ide range in droplet sizes, som e much larger than those in the zero flow rate case.

9.2 Effect of Tuyere Diameter

A s was discussed in Chapter 6, the M odified Froude dimensionless number was selected as
potentially important to the m odelling process. The reason for this being in regard to the
behaviour o f the gas plume. It has also been mentioned that the observed behaviour o f the
gas plume in the model correlated to that described for the Vanyukov Process. The effect
o f the tuyere diameter on the M odified Froude number (Npr’X f ° r a given flow rate, is in the
relationship between the diameter o f the tuyere and the resultant gas injection velocity. As
the tuyere diameter increases, the ratio o f inertial to buoyancy forces decreases, and a
number o f points can be inferred from this relationship. As the injection velocity o f the gas
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Figure 9.3 Droplet Sample from Q = 0 1/min
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Figure 9.4 Droplet Sample, Q = 96 1/min
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decreases, then the penetration o f the gas jet can be assumed to decrease as w ell, reflected
in the change in Npr’. Additionally, the proportion o f m ixing due to the kinetic energy
associated with the gas injection w ill decrease, and the overall input m ixing energy w ill
decrease as w ell. From this it could be surmised that a change in the tuyere diameter w ould
effect the mean droplet diameter as the behaviour o f the plume has changed, and the m ixing
energy has also changed.

The results obtained for trials with varying tuyere diameters, shown in Chapter 8, have been
graphed and are presented in Figure 9.5. The effect o f tuyere diameter on the mean droplet
diameter was found to be negligible. N o relationship, based upon a 97.5% confidence
interval, was found to suggest a significant effect due to tuyere diameter. It was decided that
further experimentation on this relationship was not warranted.

To address the supposition provided previously, regarding the potential for tuyere diameter
to effect the mean droplet diameters, consideration has to be given to the kinetic component
o f gas injection. In terms o f the effect upon m ixing energy, it has been found that the
m ixing energy associated with buoyancy is many times greater than that associated with the
kinetic energy. Therefore the decrease in kinetic energy as the tuyere diameter increases w ill
be small in comparison to the buoyancy component which remains the same as gas flow has
been maintained. Secondly, it was observed during experimentation that the change in the
tuyere diameter did not seem to have a marked effect upon the gas plume behaviour, over
the gas flow rates studied.
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Figure 9.5 Effect o f Tuyere Diam eter on M ean Droplet Diam eter
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9.3 Relationship between Gas Flow Rate and Mean Droplet Diameter
In discussion o f the results obtained analysis w ill be made on the basis o f the statistical
data, histogram plots, graphical plots o f mean droplet diameters for CCTV 1 and CCTV 2,
and calculation o f the percentage total volume

as a running addition. Prior to

experimentation consideration was given to the possible effect o f gas flow rate on the mean
droplet diameter o f a system, and the following was surmised. Starting from a situation o f
zero gas flow rate, the amount o f coalescence or breakage w ill be minimal, effectively
limited to chance collisions as the water droplets settle through the oil medium. With gas
injection the potential for collisions between droplets increases, through the effect o f eddies
generated by the gas plume, and the recirculating nature o f the system, which results in a
longer residence time. It is therefore valid to assume that the potential for coalescence and
breakage increases with the onset o f gas injection. Four scenarios can be presented:

1) Rates o f coalescence and breakage are equal, leading to no change in the mean droplet
diameter.

2) Rate o f coalescence is greater than breakage, leading to an increase in the mean droplet
diameter.

3) Rate o f breakage is greater than coalescence, leading to a decrease in the mean droplet
diameter.

4) N o coalescence or breakage occurs.
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Figures 9.1, 9.2, 9.6 and 9.7 indicate the distributions o f droplets in systems with, 0, 96, 60
and 1 4 0 1/min flow rates respectively. The difference between the results for 0 and 96 1/min
flow rates have already been discussed in Section 9.1, with the gas flow rate system
show ing coalescence o f droplets compared to the zero flow rate system.

Comparing these results with those presented for the 60 1/min system, Figure 9.6, it can be
seen that it occupies a position intermediate between 0 and 96 1/min systems. A general
coarsening o f the droplets has occurred in comparison to the zero flow rate, with droplets
greater than the 750 to 850 |im interval, and a higher percentage o f droplets in the +300jim
interval range. However, in comparison to the 961/min system, the low er gas flow rate does
not show as marked a coarsening, with the maximum droplet for the 96 1/min system at
2000 um.

The next system to be analysed is the 140 1/min gas flow rate system the size distribution is
show n in Figure 9.7. The break down o f the measured droplet diameters into a histogram
indicates that w hile there has been coarsening o f droplet size in comparison to both the zero
and 6 0 1/min systems, there is also evidence o f breakage. The maximum size shows droplets
greater than 1200um, compared to less than 1 lOOum for the 6 0 1/min system, indicating that
coalescence has led to the coarsening o f the droplet size. Additionally, the relative
proportion o f droplets less than 200um has increased with reference to the 60 1/min system,
indicating that the rate o f breakage o f droplets is higher in this 140 1/min system. In
comparison to the 9 6 1/min system, it can be shown from Figure 9.2 and 9.7 that the
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m axim um droplet size in the 1 4 0 1/min system is lower than the 96 1/min system, 2000 and
1600 um respectively. In regard to the smaller size intervals, the 140 1/min system has a
higher proportion o f droplets less than 200 um relative to the 9 6 1/min system.

T hese results indicate that the for the flow rates studied different scenarios dominate at
varying flow rates. At this point a discussion o f the calculated relative mean droplet
diameters, for the range o f gas flow rates w ill seek to clarify this situation.

The relationship between the gas flow rate and mean droplet diameter can be further
represented through graphs over the range o f gas flow s studied. The results utilising
CCTV1 and CCTV2 camera systems have been graphed and are presented in Figures 9.8
and 9.9 respectively, with error bars calculated for a 95% confidence interval. There is an
obvious difference between mean drop diameters for corresponding gas flow rates between
the tw o systems.

System CCTV1 indicates that over the gas range studied, a maximum mean droplet
diameter occurs around the 96 1/min rate. As each point on the graph is com posed o f
measurements greater than at least 700 droplets, statistically some points can be made. The
mean droplet diameter for the 961/min case is significantly different from the rest o f the
results, both higher and lower gas flow rates. Comparing the effect o f 120 and 140 1/min
flow rates, a significant difference cannot be assigned between the two, from the results
w ith CCTV1. For reasons to be discussed in Section 9.4, the results from CCTV2 are
significantly better and a relationship can be assigned more confidently.
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Figure 9.8 R e latio n sh ip between G a s Flow Rate and M ean Droplet Diameter, G C T V 1
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Figure 9.9 R e la tio n sh ip between G a s Flow Rate an d M e a n Droplet Diameter, C C T V 2
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The relationship between gas flow rate and mean droplet diameter from results obtained
with CCTV2, are presented in Figure 9.9. A ll gas flow rates show an increase in the mean
droplet diameter in comparison to the base level, that is zero flow rates. The general
relationship again shows a peak around 96 1/min gas flow rate. For the 120 and 140 1/min
system s, a decrease in the mean droplet diameter is seen, though the Sauter diameter values,
recorded in Chapter 7, do not experience such a significant proportional reduction in values.

Figure 9.10, which the calculated cumulative percentage total volum e for the range o f
droplets measured in systems with gas flow rate ranging from 0 to 140 1/min. This graph is
important for two reasons, one it demonstrates the importance o f the larger droplets in
terms o f total volum e, especially when comparison is made to a histogram o f drop sizes.
Secondly, it is useful in highlighting differences in systems, which nominally have the same
mean droplet diameters, but show distinctly different patterns in the distribution o f sizes.
These points lead to important conclusions regarding the relative rates o f coalescence and
breakage in the systems studied.

To illustrate the first point, taking the system where gas flow rate equals 96 1/min, and the
corresponding histogram for this system, Figure 9.3. In this system, approximately 50% o f
the total volum e o f measured droplets is due to 40 droplets, with diameters greater than
1100 um. Typically, the number o f droplets actually measured is greater than 1000,
indicating that less than 50% o f the volume o f droplets is comprised o f over a 1000
droplets. This is important when drawing conclusions from mean droplet diameters,
consideration must be given to the relative volum es involved.
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Figure 9.10 Cum ulative % Total Volum e
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This then leads to the second point, that o f systems that shows similar mean droplet
diameters, but display significantly different variation in the droplet distribution.
Comparing two extreme systems, that o f 60 and 140 1/min, on the basis o f mean droplet
diameter, and from the graph o f cumulative percentage total volum e, provides a good
exam ple. Referring to Figure 9.9, it can be seen that statistically, there is no significant
difference in the mean droplet diameters between the two systems. However, on a basis o f
cumulative percentage total volume, presented in Figure 9.10, it is obvious that the two
system s show a marked difference in droplet distribution. The low flow rate system has
100% o f the volum e by the llOOum interval, whereas for the high flow rate system, over
30% o f the total volume is contained in larger droplets. This fact is reflected in the
calculated values for the Sauter Mean Diameters for the low and high flow rate systems,
respectively 420 and 607 um. It can be concluded from this that the high flow rate system
must have a proportionally higher number o f smaller droplet sizes to maintain the mean
droplet diameter the same as the low flow rate system. This can only be achieved if the
coalescence and breakage rates are both higher than the 60 1/min system. In this situation
the presence o f larger droplets is promoted by an increase in coalescence, and the presence
o f proportionally small droplets is promoted by a higher breakage rate.

Extending these discussions to consider the whole range o f gas flow rates, in terms o f the
effect on the mean droplet diameter, Sauter mean diameter and the relationship to
coalescence and breakage rates, the following is observed. W ith an increasing gas flow rate
from zero up to 95 1/min there is a general coarsening in the droplet size, this is reflected in
the peak mean droplet size, as noted earlier. Coalescence is the dominant phenomena, and
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this is reflected in the trends for the cumulative percentage total volum e, Figure 9.10.
Progressively, as the gas flow is increased to 95 1/min, the percentage o f volum e contributed
by smaller droplets is reduced, the histogram plots o f the relevant gas flow rates also
support this observation. However, at flow rates greater than 95 1/min, up to the lim it o f the
rates studied, there is a decrease in the mean droplet diameters, indicating that the rate o f
breakage has increased leading to this drop in values. This is supported by Figure 9.10,
w hich shows that for gas flow rates o f 120 and 140 1/min, there is a corresponding decrease
in the maximum droplet diameters, and the contribution to the total volum e from larger
droplets.

9.4 Comparison of Results from CCTV1 and CCTV2 Systems

It was previously detailed in Section 7.4.1

Digital Camera Equipment, that the

specifications for the two digital camera systems employed are significantly different. The
effect o f resolution and signal processing such as VHS and S-VHS has been touched on as
w ell, though no examples were provided. The questioned to be answered in this study was
therefore, what effect if any would these two systems have on the results obtained. A
comparison can be made through plots o f mean droplet diameters for the two techniques,
shown in Figure 9.11.
In terms o f general trend o f the two techniques, the graph shows that both detect a distinct
peak at around 95 1/min. For CCTV1 at higher flow rates, no discernible difference can be
inferred, whereas for CCTV2 a significant difference is apparent. The most important
observation to be made from the two curves is the large discrepancy in the mean droplet
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Figure 9.11 C o m p a riso n o f R e s u lts from C C T V 1 an d C C T V 2
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diameters between the tw o systems. The difference between points for equivalent gas flow s,
was up to 193 um, nearly double the result for CCTV2.

This indicates the importance o f the digital camera system, showing that CCTV1 did not
possess necessary resolution, and image quality to enable measurement o f droplets in the
smaller range. Referring to Figure 9.12, histograms o f the droplet distributions in the 95
1/min system for CCTV1 and CCTV2 respectively. They show that CCTV1 has detected no
droplets in the 100 um range, and comparatively fewer in the 200 and 300 um range. The
CCTV2 setup, on the other hand, enabled the detection and measurement o f droplets in the
100 um range, and indicates a higher portion o f droplets in the 200 um range.

9.5 Image Analysis
A benefit in using digital imaging techniques, apart from convenience and cost, is the
ability to conduct image enhancement. A range o f computer packages are available to carry
out this work, including those used in this study, ImageTool and Adobe s BigElectricCat
4.0.T hese packages offer a variety o f features enabling image enhancement, for example
filters for sharpening, contrast and brightness manipulation. Comparing the two packages,
freeware and proprietary respectively, the latter is designed specifically for image
manipulation, it offers the ability to enhance full colour images with a variety o f filters such
as sharpening, as shown between the comparison between Figures 9.13 and 9.14. Other
features include filters to overcome specific lighting problems such as unidirectional and
spot effects. The ImageTool package is restricted in that filters can only be applied to
Grayscale images and not colour. The translation from colour to grayscale results in the loss
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Figure 9.13 Originai Image of Droplets
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Figure 9.14 Previous Image with Sharpening Filter Applied
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o f information and a corresponding reduction in resolution and an increase in noise. This
leads to an inferior image quality, as shown with the comparison between Figures 9.15 and
9.16. W here this package outperforms BigElectricCat is in measurement functions,
providing distance, area and other calculations.

9.6 System Problems and Sources of Error

9.6.1 Manual Droplet Measurement
The reliance on the manual measurement o f droplets has som e inherent sources o f error
associated with fatigue. The nature o f the task, requiring a mouse pointer to be centred on
the edge o f the droplet to be measured, and dragged to the opposite side, becom es a very
taxing one, considering more than a thousand are carried out for each experiment. Ideally, a
number o f diameter measurements would reduce the level o f error associated with the
system, but is impractical considering the time constraints involved. The best solution
w ould be to improve the imaging with higher resolution cameras, and a dedicated lighting
system to enable the use o f automatic measurement systems.

9.6.2 Limitations o f the M odel
There are a number o f limitations associated with the design o f the model, measurement
techniques and inherent in any cold modeling system. The design o f the m odel as a section
o f a Vanyukov smelter, though justified in terms o f scale, costs and sim plicity does
introduce significant wall effects. The behaviour o f fluid flows in the Vanyukov process can
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Figure 9.15 Colour Image
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Figure 9.16 Grayscale Image
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be assumed to be different. The model is also lacking in that it is not a continuous process,
with a continuous water and oil feed and removal, as in the Vanyukov process, therefore
bulk flow effects have not been considered.

Finally, there are limitations inherent in cold model systems, associated with the
compromises required to obtain similtude for given fluid behaviour. An important exam ple
is the discrepancy between gas-slag and gas-oil densities which are significant, and
represent a problem in matching gas behaviour accurately. It must be recognised that cold
models cannot provide a definitive solution for complex fluid behaviour, but only provide
relationships which are indicative o f actual phenomena.

9.7 Comparison with Previous Studies

Work related to modelling o f gas stirred systems, specifically researching droplet
coalescence and breakage, is scarce. Recently, a few papers have been published by
Shahrokhi and Shaw49 and Zaidi and Sohn50 dealing with the generation o f an em ulsion
from two phase liquid systems, either with bottom or top blowing. However, no work has
been conducted on the Vanyukov process where an emulsion is a product o f the feed and
operating conditions.

The effect o f Weber number and the ratio o f head o f two phases on the droplet size
distribution and Sauter diameter has been studied. Zaidi and Sohn50 observed that as the
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Weber number increased there was an increase in the Sauter diameter, until a peak value
was reached. Beyond this point, as the Weber number continued to increase, the Sauter
mean diameter began to decrease. The system studied was bottom blow ing through two
bulk phases, with droplets o f the lower phase being carried into the upper phase. The
velocity variable used to calculate the Webers number was the gas inlet velocity. Although
this system is significantly different from the one studied in our work, similar fluid dynamic
behaviour is occurring, hence explaining the agreement regarding the effect o f gas flow
rates on mean droplet diameters.

In terms o f experimental set up, and accuracy o f results, Zaidi and Sohn50 utilised a Phillips
VCM -81 digital camera, with images digitised into 512x480 pixels with 8 bit grey scale.
This compares unfavourably with the systems used in our work, as shown in Table 7.5.
Additionally, after a sample was taken, it was placed in a Petrie dish and droplets were
allowed to settle. The authors assumed the measured droplets were spherical, however
referring to the im age provided in the paper, they obviously are not. One procedure not used
in the present work was the use o f a polymerisation reaction to stabilise water droplets.
Zaidi and Sohn50 added hexamethylene diamine to the water in the tank, and then sebacoyl
chloride to the sample, resulting in a polymer sheath forming around the water droplets
stabilising them. It has been noted in the previous section, that coalescence o f droplets in
the view ing chamber has been a problem on occasions, although in this study judicious
operation o f sampling technique overcame this problem.
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CHAPTER 10 CONCLUSIONS
The aim o f this study was to gain a better understanding o f the fundamentals behind cold
m odelling, and to apply these principles to the phenomena o f coalescence o f matte droplets
in the Vanyukov Process. Specifically, to determine relationships between gas flow rates
and tuyere diameter on matte droplet size distributions. Additionally the study sought to
assess the potential use o f digital imaging technology in coalescence studies. Based upon
the results obtained, the follow ing conclusions were made:

(1) The tuyere diameter appeared to have no significant effect upon matte droplet size, for
the diameters and gas flow rates studied.

(2) Increasing the gas flow rate from zero to 951/min resulted in an increasing mean droplet
size being generated. W ith increasing flow, the probability o f collisions between
droplets increases leading to an increase in droplet size with a maximum at 95 1/min. In
terms o f settling rate in the Vanyukov Process, at this gas flow rate the settling rate
would be a maximum.

(3) A s flow rates are increased above 951/min, the mean droplet diameter decreased due to
an increase in breakage. A slower settling rate would be expected as gas flow rates
increases.
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(4) The use o f digital image technology is feasible for this type o f study, and its use
provides numerous benefits related to ease o f use and cost.

(5) The specification o f the CCTV equipment was shown to impact upon the results
generated. M axim ising resolution and the use o f S-VHS signal processing are important
for the quality o f images produced

(6) Selection o f computer analysis package impacts upon the analysis process.

APPENDIX 1 SAMPLE STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS

Mean:

i
X

Standard D eviation!

a 1

n

-1

C onfidence Interval
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